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Dorset Primary School No.5132
STATEMENT OF VALUES AND SCHOOL PHILOSOPHY
PURPOSE
The purpose of this policy is to outline the values of our school community and explain the vision,
mission and objectives of our school.
POLICY
Dorset is committed to providing a safe, supportive and inclusive environment for all students, staff
and members of our community. Our school recognises the importance of the partnership between
our school and parents and carers to support student learning, engagement and wellbeing. We share
a commitment to, and a responsibility for, creating an inclusive and safe school environment for our
students.
The programs and teaching at Dorset support and promote the principles and practice of Australian
democracy as listed in the Education and Training Reform Act 2006, including a commitment to:
 elected government
 the rule of law
 equal rights for all before the law
 freedom of religion
 freedom of speech and association
 the values of openness and tolerance.
This policy outlines our school’s vision, values and expectations of our school community. This policy
is available on our school website, our staff induction handbook, and enrolment/transition packs.
To celebrate and embed our Statement of Values and Philosophy in our school community, we
 display posters and banners that promote your values in our classrooms
 provide awards and recognition for students who actively demonstrate the values
 discuss our values with students in the classroom, meetings and assemblies.
VISION
Our school is an inclusive community that empowers all students to become passionate lifelong
learners, achieve maximum potential and build their emotional physical and social wellbeing.
VALUES
Dorset’s values are:
 Respect
 Caring
 Responsibility
 Tolerance
 Honesty
 Excellence
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BEHAVIOURAL EXPECTATIONS
Dorset acknowledges that the behaviour of staff, parents, carers and students has an impact on our
school community and culture. We acknowledge a shared responsibility to create a positive learning
environment for the children and young people at our school.
As principals and school leaders, we will:
 model positive behaviour and effective leadership
 communicate politely and respectfully with all members of the school community
 collaborate to create a school environment where respectful and safe behaviour is commonly
expected
 uphold the behaviour standards of our profession and meet core responsibilities to provide
safe and inclusive environments
 plan, implement and review our work to ensure the care, safety and general wellbeing of all
students
 identify and support students who are or may be at risk
 do our best to ensure every child achieves their personal and learning potential
 work with parents to understand their child’s needs and, where necessary, adapt the learning
environment accordingly
 respond appropriately when safe and inclusive behaviour is not demonstrated and intervene
accordingly
 inform parents of the school’s communication and complaints procedures
 ask any person who is acting in an offensive, intimidating or inappropriate way to leave school
grounds.
As teachers and Dorset staff, we will:
 model positive behaviour to students consistent with the standards of our profession
 communicate politely and respectfully with all members of the school community
 proactively engage with parents about student outcomes
 work with parents to understand the needs of each student and, where necessary, adapt the
learning environment accordingly
 collaborate with parents to improve learning and wellbeing outcomes for students with
additional needs
 communicate with the principal and school leaders in the event we anticipate or face any
tension or challenging behaviours from parents
 treat all members of the school community with respect.
As parents and carers, we will:
 model positive behaviour to our child
 communicate politely and respectfully with all members of the school community
 ensure our child attends school on time, every day the school is open for instruction
 take an interest in our child’s school and learning
 work with the school to achieve the best outcomes for our child
 communicate constructively with the school and use expected processes to address concerns
 support school staff to maintain a safe learning environment for all students
 follow the school’s processes for communication with staff and making complaints
 treat all school leaders, staff, students, and other members of the school community with
respect.
As students, we will:
 model positive behaviour to other students
 communicate politely and respectfully with all members of the school community.
 comply with and model school values
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behave in a safe and responsible manner
respect ourselves, other members of the school community and the school environment.
actively participate in school
not disrupt the learning of others and make the most of our educational opportunities.

As community members, we will:
 model positive behaviour to the school community
 treat other members of the school community with respect
 support school staff to maintain a safe and inclusive learning environment for all students
 utilise the school’s processes for communication with staff and submitting complaints.
UNREASONABLE BEHAVIOURS
Schools are not public places, and the Principal has the right to permit or deny entry to school grounds
(for more information, see our Visitors Policy).
Unreasonable behaviour that is demonstrated by school staff, parents, carers, students or members
of our school community will not be tolerated at school, or during school activities. Unreasonable
behaviour includes:
 speaking or behaving in a rude, manipulative, aggressive or threatening way across any
platforms
 the use or threat of violence of any kind, including physically intimidating behaviour
 sending demanding, rude, confronting or threatening letters, emails or text messages
 sexist, racist, homophobic, transphobic or derogatory comments
 use of social media or public forums to make inappropriate or threatening remarks about the
school, staff or students.
Harassment, bullying, violence, aggression, threatening behaviour and unlawful discrimination are
unacceptable and will not be tolerated at our school.
Unreasonable behaviour and/or failure to uphold the principles of this Statement of Values and School
Philosophy may lead to further investigation and the implementation of appropriate consequences by
the school Principal.
At the Principal’s discretion, unreasonable behaviour may be managed by:
 requesting that the parties attend a mediation or counselling sessions
 implementing specific communication protocols
 written warnings
 conditions of entry to school grounds or school activities
 exclusion from school grounds or attendance at school activities
 reports to Victoria Police
 legal action
Our Statement of Values and School Philosophy ensures that everyone in our school community will
be treated with fairness and respect. In turn, we will strive to create a school that is inclusive and safe,
where everyone is empowered to participate and learn.
Our Statement of Values and School Philosophy is available on our school website.
REVIEW CYCLE
This policy was last updated on March 2019 is scheduled for review in March 2020.
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Dorset Primary School No.5132
STUDENT WELLBEING AND ENGAGEMENT POLICY

PURPOSE
The purpose of this policy is to ensure that all students and members of our school community
understand:
 our commitment to providing a safe and supportive learning environment for students
 expectations for positive student behaviour
 support available to students and families
 Dorset PS’s policies and procedures for responding to inappropriate student behaviour.
Dorset PS is committed to providing a safe, secure and stimulating learning environment for all
students. We understand that students reach their full potential only when they are happy, healthy
and safe, and that a positive school culture helps to engage students and support them in their
learning. Our school acknowledges that student wellbeing and student learning outcomes are
closely linked.
The objective of this policy is to support our school to create and maintain a safe, supportive and
inclusive school environment consistent with our school’s values.
SCOPE
This policy applies to all school activities, including camps and excursions.
POLICY
I.
School Profile
Dorset PS is located in the outer eastern suburbs. The school’s population of students includes
English as an Additional Language (EAL) and Indigenous students. Our school instils and nurtures
the beliefs that every child can inspire others, achieve their goals and succeed in life-long learning.
The wider school community gives consistent and generous support to the school’s programs and
we encourage parents and community contribution and participation, with regard to improving
students’ engagement and well-being as a high priority.
Dorset PS offers a supportive environment, which promotes positive self-esteem and selfconfidence where each child's achievements are recognised and valued.
The school strives to ensure that a cooperative and safe environment is fostered where learning is a
shared experience involving children, teachers and parents.
II.
School vision, values and philosophy
Dorset PS is an inclusive community that empowers all students to become passionate life-long
learners, achieve their maximum potential and build their emotional physical and social wellbeing.
Dorset PS ensures that students, staff, parents and the wider school community have a safe and
happy environment. The protection of each student’s right to develop his/her self-discipline, selfesteem and confidence is of major importance within the school.
The school promotes and encourages effective learning and responsibility for one’s actions,
promoting our values of caring, respect, responsibility, honesty, excellence and tolerance. This
leads to the development of a positive attitude towards others.
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The school staff demonstrate a professional approach to the long term provision of quality
educational programs and social learning.
III.
Engagement strategies
Dorset PS has developed a range of strategies to promote engagement, positive behaviour and
respectful relationships for all students in our school. We acknowledge that some students may
need extra social, emotional or educational support at school, and that the needs of students will
change over time as they grow and learn.
A summary of the universal (whole of school), targeted (year group specific) and individual
engagement strategies used by our school is included below:
Universal





















High and consistent expectations of all staff, students and parents/carers
Prioritise positive relationships between staff and students, recognising the
fundamental role this plays in building and sustaining student wellbeing
Creating a culture that is inclusive, engaging and supportive
Welcoming all parents/carers and being responsive to them as partners in learning
Analysing and being responsive to a range of school data such as attendance,
Attitudes to School Survey, Parent Survey data, student management data and
school assessment data
Deliver a broad curriculum to ensure that students are able to participate in subjects
and programs that are tailored to their individual learning needs
Teachers at Dorset PS use a High Impact Teaching Strategies (HITS) instructional
framework to ensure an explicit, common and shared model of instruction to ensure
that evidenced-based, high yield teaching practices are incorporated into all lessons
Teachers at Dorset PS adopt a broad range of teaching and assessment approaches
to effectively respond to the diverse learning styles, strengths and needs of our
students and follow the standards set by the Victorian Institute of Teaching
Our school’s Statement of Values is incorporated into our curriculum and promoted to
students, staff and parents so that they are shared and celebrated as the foundation
of our school community
Carefully planned transition programs to support students moving into different
stages of their schooling
Positive behaviour and student achievement is acknowledged in the classroom, and
formally at school assemblies and communication to parents
Monitor student attendance and implement attendance improvement strategies at a
whole-school, cohort and individual level
Students have the opportunity to contribute to and provide feedback on decisions
about school operations through the Junior School Council. Students are also
encouraged to speak with their teachers, Year Level Leader/Coordinator, Assistant
Principal and Principal whenever they have any questions or concerns
Students are provided with opportunities to build connections within the student
community through lunchtime games and club programs
All students have access to a school chaplain, Year Level Leaders/Coordinators,
Assistant Principal and Principal if they would like to discuss a particular issue or feel
as though they may need support of any kind. We are proud to have an ‘open door’
policy where students and staff are partners in learning
We engage in school wide positive behaviour support with our staff and students,
which includes programs such as Real Schools
Programs, incursions and excursions developed to address issue-specific behaviour
Buddy programs, Peer Mediation programs

Targeted
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Each year level has a Year Level Leader/Coordinator who assists teachers to
support the wellbeing of students in their year, and acts as a point of contact for
students who may need additional support
Connect all Koorie/Indigenous students with a Student Support Officer
All students in Out of Home Care will be appointed a coordinator, have an Individual
Learning Plan and will be referred to Student Support Services for an Educational
Needs Assessment
All staff will undertake professional development to support student engagement and
wellbeing
Staff will apply a trauma-informed approach to working with students who have
experienced trauma

Individual
Dorset PS implements a range of strategies that support and promote individual engagement.
These can include:
 Building constructive relationships with students at risk or students who are
vulnerable due to complex individual circumstances
 Meeting with student and their parent/carer to talk about how best to help the student
engage with school
 Developing an Individual Learning Plan and/or a Behaviour Support Plan by
engaging Student Support Groups, see: DET- Student Support Groups
 Considering if any environmental changes need to be made, for example changing
the classroom set up
 Referring the student to:
i. School-based wellbeing supports
ii. Student Support Services
iii. Appropriate external supports such as council based youth and family
services, other allied health professionals, headspace, child and adolescent
mental health services or ChildFirst
Where necessary the school will support the student’s family to engage by:
 Being responsive and sensitive to changing personal circumstances and
health/wellbeing
 Collaborating, where appropriate and with the support of the student and their family,
with any external allied health professionals, services or agencies that are supporting
the student
 Monitoring individual student attendance
 Running regular Student Support Group meetings for all students:
 with a disability or other complex needs which require ongoing
support/monitoring
 in Out-of-Home Care
IV.
Identifying students in need of support
Dorset PS is committed to providing the necessary support to ensure our students are supported
intellectually, emotionally and socially. The Leadership team and Student Wellbeing team play a
significant role in developing and implementing strategies that help identify students in need of
support and enhance student wellbeing.
Dorset PS will utilise the following information and tools to identify students in need of extra
emotional, social or educational support:
 Personal, health and learning information gathered upon enrolment and while the
student is enrolled
 Attendance records
 Academic performance
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Observations by school staff such as changes in engagement, behaviour, self-care,
social connectedness and motivation
Attendance, detention and suspension data
Engagement with families
Self-referrals or referrals from peers

V.
Student rights and responsibilities
All members of our school community have a right to experience a safe and supportive school
environment. We expect that all students, staff, parents and carers treat each other with respect and
dignity. Our school’s Statement of Values highlights the rights and responsibilities of members of
our community. Students have the right to:
 Participate fully in their education
 Feel safe, secure and happy at school
 Learn in an environment free from bullying, harassment, violence, discrimination or
intimidation
 Express their ideas, feelings and concerns.
Students have the responsibility to:
 Participate fully in their educational program
 Display positive behaviours that demonstrate respect for themselves, their peers, their
teachers and members of the school community
 Respect the right of others to learn.
Students who may have a complaint or concern about something that has happened at school are
encouraged to speak to their parents or carers and approach a trusted teacher or a member of the
school leadership team.
VI.
Student behavioural expectations
Behavioural expectations of students, staff and families are embedded in our school’s Statement of
Values. Student bullying behaviour will be responded to consistently with Dorset PS’s Bullying
Prevention Policy.
When a student acts in breach of the behaviour standards of our school community, Dorset PS will
institute a staged response. Where appropriate, parents will be informed about the inappropriate
behaviour and the disciplinary action taken by teachers and other school staff.
Disciplinary measures may be used as part of a staged response to inappropriate behaviour in
combination with other engagement and support strategies to ensure that factors that may have
contributed to the student’s behaviour are identified and addressed. Disciplinary measures at our
school will be applied fairly and consistently. Students will always be provided with an opportunity to
be heard.
Disciplinary measures that may be applied include:
- Warning a student that their behaviour is inappropriate
- Teacher controlled consequences such as moving a student in a classroom or other
reasonable and proportionate responses to misbehaviour
- Restorative practices
- Withdrawal of privileges and the Consequence Book (Year 6 only)
- Referral to the Level Leader/Year Level Coordinator
- Detentions
- Suspension
- Expulsion
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Suspension and expulsion are measures of last resort and may only be used in particular situations
consistent with Department policy, available at: DET: Student Engagement. Corporal punishment
is prohibited in our school and will not be used in any circumstance.
VII.
Engaging with families
Dorset PS values the input of parents and carers, and we will strive to support families to engage in
their child’s learning and build their capacity as active learners. We aim to be partners in learning
with parents and carers in our school community. We work hard to create successful partnerships
with parents and carers by:
 Ensuring that all parents have access to our school policies and procedures, available on
our school website
 Maintaining an open, respectful line of communication between parents and staff
 Providing parent volunteer opportunities so that families can contribute to school activities
 Involving families with homework and other curriculum-related activities
 Involving families in school decision making through School Council
 Coordinating resources and services from the community for families
 Including families in Student Support Groups, and developing individual plans for students.
VIII.
Evaluation
Dorset PS will collect data each year to understand the frequency and types of wellbeing issues that
are experienced by our students so that we can measure the success or otherwise of our school
based strategies and identify emerging trends or needs. Sources of data that will be assessed on an
annual basis include:
 Student Attitudes to School Survey data
 Incidents data
 School reports
 Parent Opinion Survey
 Case management
 CASES21
 SOCS
REVIEW CYCLE
This policy was last updated in September 2019 and is scheduled for review in September 2020.
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Dorset Primary School No.5132
RESPECTFUL BEHAVIOUR POLICY

Context
The policy applies to all members of the Dorset PS community, including visitors and independent
contractors.
Dorset PS is an equal opportunity employer and is committed to maintaining a work environment
free of unlawful discrimination, sexual harassment, bullying, violence and victimisation. Dorset PS
strives to eliminate any elements of unlawful discrimination, harassment, bullying, violence or
victimisation that may prevent our employees and students from reaching their full potential. All
members of the Dorset PS community are expected to adhere to a high standard of professional
and appropriate conduct.
Scope
This policy applies to all current and former staff, students and members of the Dorset PS
community. The Dorset PS community is defined as students, parents and guardians of students,
grandparents and any other family members or associates of students who may attend any Dorset
PS functions, staff and all authorised workers. Additionally, all family members related to Dorset PS
staff are considered to be part of the Dorset PS community.
Policy
All members of the Dorset PS community have a right:
 To be safe;
 To be respected;
 Not to be bullied, harassed or victimised.
Dorset PS encourages anyone who feels that their rights have been breached to report the matter
to the Principal.
Social networking, the internet and social interactions
 This policy also applies to interactions which have sufficient connection with the Dorset PS
community and extends to include interactions using social media.
 Inappropriate use of social media may constitute a breach of this policy.
 Behaviour that may constitute a breach of this policy includes, but is not limited to, the
posting of false, defamatory, offensive, confidential, private or inappropriate information
about Dorset PS, its employees, contractors, students, suppliers or Community members.
This includes the uploading of photos and videos that may be deemed to be false,
defamatory, offensive, confidential, private or inappropriate.
 It is essential that all members of the Dorset PS community familiarise themselves with this
policy.
Discrimination
Dorset PS Community prohibits discrimination on any unlawful ground. Discrimination does not
have to be calculated, intentional or even conscious, to be unlawful. The intention of the person
discriminating is irrelevant.
The prohibited grounds of discrimination in Australia include but are not limited to:
 Race (including colour, nationality, ethnicity and ethnic origin)
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Religious activity, beliefs or culture
Gender and gender identity
Pregnancy or potential pregnancy and breast-feeding practices
Sexual orientation
Age
Physical or Mental Disability
Lawful sexual activity
Expunged homosexual conviction
Marital status
Family or carer responsibilities
Political activity or belief
Physical features
Industrial activity
Criminal Record (when it does not relate to the inherent requirements of the role)
Medical Record (when it does not relate to the inherent requirements of the role)
Personal association with anyone possessing such attributes.

Direct and indirect discrimination
Direct discrimination is when a person treats, or proposes to treat, someone unfavourably because
of a personal characteristic protected by law.
Indirect discrimination occurs when an unreasonable condition is imposed that disadvantages a
person with a personal characteristic protect by law. Indirect discrimination happens when a
workplace policy, practice or behaviour seems to treat all workers the same way, but it actually
unfairly disadvantages someone because of a personal characteristic protected by law.
What is bullying?
Bullying is behaviour that victimises, humiliates, undermines, or threatens a person or group of
people and the behaviour creates a risk to health and safety. Bullying is not a one-off, isolated
incident or an argument where two individuals have differences of opinion. Workplace bullying is
defined as repeated and unreasonable behaviour directed towards a worker or a group of workers
that creates a risk to health and safety.
Repeated behaviour refers to the persistent nature of the behaviour and can involve a range of
behaviours over time.
Unreasonable behaviour means behaviour that a reasonable person, having considered the
circumstances, would see as unreasonable, including behaviour that is victimising, humiliating,
intimidating or threatening.
A single incident of unreasonable behaviour is not considered to be workplace bullying; however, it
may have the potential to escalate and should not be ignored.
Types of bullying may include but are not limited to:
•
Verbal abuse or verbal denigration;
•
Malicious use of electronic communication and / or social media;
•
Spreading malicious rumours or gossip;
•
Teasing (especially about a person’s family, gender, sexuality, race, culture, education or
economic status);
•
Exclusion or isolation;
•
Aggressive or intimidating conduct;
•
Unwanted physical actions, such as pushing, poking or grabbing;
•
Belittling or humiliating comments;
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•
•

Teasing, practical jokes or ‘initiation ceremonies’;
Pressure to behave in an inappropriate manner;
Displaying offensive material.

What is not bullying?
Bullying is not about the occasional differences of opinion, conflicts and problems in relationships.
These are part of working life and not every conflict will constitute bullying.
It is also important to distinguish between an employer’s legitimate authority at work and bullying. All
employers and leaders are required to direct and control how work is done and to provide feedback
to employees on performance.
Feedback that is provided to employees with the intention of assisting employees to improve
performance or work-related behaviour does not constitute bullying – it is considered Reasonable
Management Action.
Reasonable management action may include, for example:
o
o
o
o
o

Performance management processes;
Disciplinary action for misconduct;
Informing a worker about unsatisfactory work performance or inappropriate work
behaviour;
Directing a worker to perform duties in keeping with their job;
Maintaining reasonable workplace goals and standards.

By contrast, comments unrelated to actual performance that are used to embarrass or humiliate the
employee may constitute bullying, especially when they occur in conjunction with other bullying
behaviours.
Harassment
Harassment is a type of unlawful discrimination. Harassment is behaviour that a reasonable person
would anticipate might be unwelcome, or might humiliate, abuse, belittle, threaten, offend or
intimidate someone and targets the person because of a prohibited ground of discrimination. It may
be directed towards an individual or to a group of people, as a result of a real or perceived attribute
or difference. Anyone, of any age, race or sex, can be harassed. Harassment is often about a
person/group of people using power inappropriately, over another person/group of people.
However, harassment can also happen between people when there is no power relationship.
Examples of harassment can include:
• Displaying or circulating material that is discriminatory (see ‘Discrimination’ for definitions)
• Verbal abuse or comments;
• Offensive jokes or gestures based on these characteristics;
• Ignoring, isolating or segregating a person or group because of these characteristics;
• Staring or leering in a sexual manner;
• Unwanted physical contact;
• Unwanted sexual advances;
• Inappropriate use of email, with racist, sexist or defamatory information; harassing statements
• Threats; transmitting, receiving and/or displaying sexually explicit material.
What is Sexual Harassment?
The most common form of harassment is sexual harassment. Sexual harassment is a form of sex
discrimination and in some cases it may constitute a criminal offence. Dorset PS is committed to
maintaining a work environment free from this form of behaviour.
What is Racial Harassment?
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Another form of unlawful harassment is racial harassment. Like sexual harassment, in some cases
racial harassment may constitute a criminal offence. Examples of racial harassment include using
words, gestures, visual material or threats about skin colour, race or ethnic or natural origin. These
examples are not exhaustive.
Managing breaches of this policy
In terms of managing student behaviour, the aim is to educate our students to value themselves and
others as individuals, who respect the rights of other community members and who can incorporate
this awareness into their daily decision making and actions. As such, students will be required to
take responsibility for the effect that their disrespectful behaviour may have had on others and
where possible to make reparation.
In terms of managing community member behaviour, leadership will contact
parents/guardians/community members involved; discuss the incident/policy and inform them of
Department procedures in place to protect all individuals.
In terms of managing teacher behaviour Department procedures and guidelines will be
implemented. The Respectful Behaviour Procedure outlines how incidents of disrespectful
behaviour should be reported and subsequently managed.
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Dorset Primary School No.5132
BULLYING PREVENTION POLICY

PURPOSE
Dorset PS is committed to providing a safe and respectful learning environment where bullying will
not be tolerated.
The purpose of this policy is to:
 explain the definition of bullying so that there is shared understanding amongst all members
of the Dorset PS community
 make clear that no form of bullying at Dorset PS will be tolerated
 outline the strategies and programs in place at Dorset PS to build a positive school culture
and prevent bullying behaviour
 ask that everyone in our school community be alert to signs and evidence of bullying
behaviour, and accept responsibility to report bullying behaviour to school staff
 ensure that all reported incidents of bullying are appropriately investigated and addressed
 ensure that support is provided to students who may be affected by bullying behaviour
(including targets, bystanders and students engaging in bullying behaviour)
 seek parental and peer group support in addressing and preventing bullying behaviour at
Dorset PS.
When responding to bullying behaviour, Dorset PS aims to:
 be proportionate, consistent and responsive
 find a constructive solution for everyone
 stop the bullying from happening again
 restore the relationships between the students involved.
Dorset PS acknowledges that school staff owe a duty of care to students to take reasonable steps to
reduce the risk of reasonably foreseeable harm, which can include harm that may be caused by
bullying behaviour.
SCOPE
This policy addresses how Dorset PS aims to prevent, address and respond to student bullying
behaviour. Dorset PS recognises that there are many other types of inappropriate student behaviours
that do not meet the definition of bullying which are also unacceptable at our school. These other
inappropriate behaviours will be managed in accordance with our Student Wellbeing, Engagement
and Discipline Policy.
This policy applies to all school activities, including camps and excursions.
POLICY
Definitions
Bullying
In 2018 the Education Council of the Council of Australian Governments endorsed the following
definition of bullying for use by all Australian schools:
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Bullying is an ongoing and deliberate misuse of power in relationships through repeated
verbal, physical and/or social behaviour that intends to cause physical, social and/or
psychological harm. It can involve an individual or a group misusing their power, or
perceived power, over one or more persons who feel unable to stop it from happening.
Bullying can happen in person or online, via various digital platforms and devices and it can
be obvious (overt) or hidden (covert). Bullying behaviour is repeated, or has the potential to
be repeated, over time (for example, through sharing of digital records)
Bullying of any form or for any reason can have immediate, medium and long-term effects on
those involved, including bystanders. Single incidents and conflict or fights between equals,
whether in person or online, are not defined as bullying.
Bullying has three main features:
 It involves a misuse of power in a relationship
 It is ongoing and repeated, and
 It involves behaviours that can cause harm.
Bullying can be:
1. direct physical bullying – e.g. hitting, tripping, and pushing or damaging property.
2. direct verbal bullying – e.g. name calling, insults, homophobic or racist remarks, verbal abuse.
3. indirect bullying – e.g. spreading rumours, playing nasty jokes to embarrass and humiliate,
mimicking, encouraging others to socially exclude a person and/or damaging a person’s social
reputation or social acceptance.
Cyberbullying is direct or indirect bullying behaviours using digital technology. For example via a
mobile device, computers, chat rooms, email, social media, etc. It can be verbal, written and include
images, video and/or audio.
Other distressing and inappropriate behaviours
Any distressing and inappropriate behaviours may not constitute bullying even though they are
unpleasant. Students who are involved in or who witness any distressing and inappropriate
behaviours should report their concerns to school staff.
Mutual conflict involves an argument or disagreement between people with no imbalance of power.
In incidents of mutual conflict, generally, both parties are upset and usually both want a resolution to
the issue. Unresolved mutual conflict can develop into bullying if one of the parties targets the other
repeatedly in retaliation.
Social rejection or dislike is not bullying unless it involves deliberate and repeated attempts to cause
distress, exclude or create dislike by others.
Single-episode acts of nastiness or physical aggression are not the same as bullying. However, single
episodes of nastiness or physical aggression are not acceptable behaviours at our school and may
have serious consequences for students engaging in this behaviour. Dorset PS will use its Student
Wellbeing, Engagement and Discipline Policy to guide a response to single episodes of nastiness or
physical aggression.
Harassment is language or actions that are demeaning, offensive or intimidating to a person. It can
take many forms, including sexual harassment and disability harassment. Further information about
these two forms of harassment, including definitions, is set out in our Inclusion and Diversity Policy.
Harassment of any kind will not be tolerated at Dorset PS and may have serious consequences for
students engaging in this behaviour. Dorset PS will use its Student Wellbeing and Engagement Policy
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to guide a response to students demonstrating harassing behaviour, unless the behaviour also
constitutes bullying, in which case the behaviour will be managed in accordance with this Bullying
Prevention Policy.
BULLYING PREVENTION
Dorset PS has a number of programs and strategies in place to build a positive and inclusive school
culture. We strive to foster a school culture that prevents bullying behaviour by modelling and
encouraging behaviour that demonstrates acceptance, kindness and respect.
Bullying prevention at Dorset PS is proactive and is supported by research that indicates that a whole
school, multifaceted approach is the most effect way to prevent and address bullying. At our school:
 We have a positive school environment that provides safety, security and support for students
and promotes positive relationships and wellbeing.
 We strive to build strong partnerships between the school, families and the broader community
that means all members work together to ensure the safety of students.
 Teachers are encouraged to incorporate classroom management strategies that discourage
bullying and promote positive behaviour.
 In the classroom, our social and emotional learning curriculum teaches students what
constitutes bullying and how to respond to bullying behaviour assertively. This promotes
resilience, assertiveness, conflict resolution and problem solving.
 The Peer Mediation program encourage positive relationships between students in different
year levels. We seek to empower students to be confident communicators and to resolve
conflict in a non-aggressive and constructive way.
 Students are encouraged to look out for each other and to talk to teachers and older peers
about any bullying they have experienced or witnessed.
INCIDENT RESPONSE
Reporting concerns to Dorset PS
Bullying complaints will be taken seriously and responded to sensitively at our school.
Students who may be experiencing bullying behaviour, or students who have witnessed bullying
behaviour, are encouraged to report their concerns to school staff as soon as possible.
Our ability to effectively reduce and eliminate bullying behaviour is greatly affected by students and/or
parents and carers reporting concerning behaviour as soon as possible, so that the responses
implemented by Dorset PS are timely and appropriate in the circumstances.
We encourage students to speak to their teachers. However, students are welcome to discuss their
concerns with any trusted member of staff including other teachers, Integration aides, and the
chaplain.
Parents or carers who develop concerns that their child is involved in, or has witnessed bullying
behaviour at Dorset PS should contact their child’s teacher.
Investigations
When notified of alleged bullying behaviour among students, the relevant school staff member(s) are
required to:
1. record the details of the allegations on a pink Incident form and provide copies to the Assistant
Principal;
2. inform the teachers of all involved students and provide them with photocopies of the Incident
form;
3. contact the parents of students involved to notify them of the incident
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4. participate in Dorset PS’ restorative behaviour process.
The supervising teacher is responsible for investigating allegations of bullying in a timely and sensitive
manner. To appropriately investigate an allegation of bullying, the teacher may:
 speak to the those involved in the allegations, including the target/s, the students allegedly
engaging in bullying behaviour/s and any witnesses to the incidents
 speak to the parents of the students involved
 speak to the teachers of the students involved
 take detailed notes of all discussions for future reference
 obtain written statements from all or any of the above.
All communications with the teacher in the course of investigating an allegation of bullying will be
managed sensitively. Investigations will be completed as quickly as possible to allow for the
behaviours to be addressed in a timely manner.
The objective of completing a thorough investigation into the circumstances of alleged bullying
behaviour is to determine the nature of the conduct and the students involved. A thorough
understanding of the alleged bullying will inform staff about how to most effectively implement an
appropriate response to that behaviour.
Serious bullying, including serious cyberbullying, is a criminal offence and may be referred to Victoria
Police. For more information, see: Brodie’s Law.
Responses to bullying behaviours
When the teacher has sufficient information to understand the circumstances of the alleged bullying
and the students involved, a number of strategies may be implemented to address the behaviour and
support affected students in consultation with other relevant teachers and members of school
leadership.
There are a number of factors that will be considered when determining the most appropriate
response to the behaviour. When making a decision about how to respond to bullying behaviour,
Dorset PS will consider:
 the age and maturity of the students involved
 the severity and frequency of the bullying, and the impact it has had on the target student
 whether the student/s engaging in bullying behaviour have displayed similar behaviour before
 whether the bullying took place in a group or one-to-one context
 whether the students engaging in bullying behaviour demonstrates insight or remorse for their
behaviour
 the alleged motive of the behaviour, including any element of provocation.
The teacher may implement all, or some of the following responses to bullying behaviours:
 Offer counselling support to all students involved, including referral to the chaplaincy service
 Facilitate a restorative practice meeting with all or some of the students involved. The objective
of restorative practice is to repair relationships that have been damaged by bringing about a
sense of remorse and restorative action on the part of the person who has bullied someone
and forgiveness by the person who has been bullied.
 Facilitate a mediation between some or all of the students involved to help to encourage
students to take responsibility for their behaviour and explore underlying reasons for conflict
or grievance. Mediation is only suitable if all students are involved voluntarily and demonstrate
a willingness to engage in the mediation process.
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Monitor the behaviour of the students involved for an appropriate time and take follow up
action if necessary.
Facilitate a Student Support Group meeting and/or Behaviour Support Plan for affected
students.
Implement disciplinary consequences for the students engaging in bullying behaviour, which
may include removal of privileges, detention, suspension and/or expulsion consistent with our
Student Wellbeing and Engagement policy, the Ministerial Order on Suspensions and
Expulsions and any other relevant Department policy.

Dorset PS understands the importance of monitoring and following up on the progress of students
who have been involved in or affected by bullying behaviour. Where appropriate, school staff will also
endeavour to provide parents and carers with updates on the management of bullying incidents.
The teacher is responsible for maintaining up to date records of the investigation of and responses to
bullying behaviour.
FURTHER INFORMATION AND RESOURCES
This policy should be read in conjunction with the following school policies:
 Statement of Values
 Student Wellbeing and Engagement Policy
 Duty of Care Policy
 Inclusion and Diversity Policy
The following websites and resources provide useful information on prevention and responding to
bullying, as well as supporting students who have been the target of bullying behaviours:
 Bully Stoppers
 Kids Helpline
 Lifeline
 Bullying. No way!
 Student Wellbeing Hub
 Office of the eSafety Commissioner
 Australian Student Wellbeing Framework
EVALUATION
This policy will be reviewed on an annual basis, or earlier as required, following analysis of school
data on reported incidents of, and responses to bullying to ensure that the policy remains up to date,
practical and effective.
Data will be collected through:
 discussion and consultation with students and parent/carers
 regular student bullying surveys
 regular staff surveys
 Bully Stoppers Data Collection tool
 assessment of other school-based data, including the number of reported incidents of bullying
in each year group and the effectiveness of the responses implemented
 Attitudes to School Survey
 Parent Opinion Survey
REVIEW CYCLE
This policy was last updated on May 2019 and is scheduled for review in May 2019.
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Dorset Primary School No.5132
SOCIAL MEDIA POLICY

BROAD AIMS
 To ensure the safety, security and wellbeing of all members of the Dorset PS community using
social media.
 To inform members of the Dorset PS Community about the use of social media as it relates to
the school community
 To prevent and avoid damage to the reputation of the school, including students or staff, caused
by irresponsible or unauthorised use of social media.
CONTEXT
‘Social Media’ is an umbrella term used to describe a range of internet-based communication
platforms including but not limited to:
 Social networking sites (e.g. Facebook, Instagram, Snapchat, LinkedIn)
 Video and photo sharing web sites (e.g. Flickr, YouTube)
 Blogs, including corporate blogs and personal blogs (e.g. Tumblr)
 Micro-blogs (e.g. Twitter)
 Forums, discussion boards and groups (e.g. Google groups, Whirlpool, Facebook groups,
WhatsApp)
 Wikis (e.g. Wikipedia)
 Online multiplayer gaming platforms (e.g. World of Warcraft, Second Life, Fortnite)
 Vod and podcasts
 Video conferences and web conferences
 E-mail and Instant Messaging (including Facebook Messenger)
Social media also includes all other emerging electronic/digital communication
applications. (Source: DET, 2019)
In this policy, the term ‘Dorset PS community’ describes all current and former students, staff,
volunteers, parents and related community members.
GUIDELINES
Responsibilities
 All students, parents and staff are personally responsible for any content they post online using
social media sites or other electronic communications.
 Parents are obligated to monitor their childrens’ use of social media outside school and to
ensure that their children adhere to relevant user agreements for social media platforms,
including minimum age requirements.
 DET employees are obligated to make themselves aware of DET guidelines on social media
use, including when guidelines are updated.
Acceptable Use
Misuse of social media may involve:
 A breach of employment obligations
 Serious misconduct
 Sexual harassment
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Unlawful discrimination
A criminal offence (see below)
A threat to the security of DET ICT resources
An infringement of the privacy of staff and other persons such as students or parents, or
Exposure to legal liability.

This will be regarded as a serious matter and appropriate restorative and disciplinary action may be
taken. Where there is a reasonable belief that illegal activity may have occurred the Department
may report the suspected illegal activity to the police.
Offences and criminal charges
Various Victorian and Commonwealth legislation create criminal offences for the misuse of social
media. Some such offences include the following:
1. Menace, harass or cause offence
It is a criminal offence under the Criminal Code Act 1995 (Commonwealth) to use a carriage
service to menace, harass or cause offence.
2. Child pornography
It is a criminal offence under the Crimes Act 1958 (Vic) to print, produce, possess or procure
child pornography. Child pornography is defined as any film, photograph, publication or
computer game that describes or depicts a person who is under 18 years of age engaging in
sexual activity or depicted in an indecent sexual manner. It is also a criminal offence under
the Crimes Act 1958 (Vic) to invite or procure a person who is under 18 years of age to be in
any way concerned in a sexual performance. Although these criminal offences were created to
protect young people from predatory adults, young people may well commit such offence by
engaging in practices such as ‘sexting’. Any instances involving these actions should
immediately be reported to the Victoria Police Sexual Offences and Child Abuse (SOCA) Unit
and a report made to the Emergency & Security Management Unit on (03) 9603 7999 (24hours).
3. Stalking
3.1.1. Stalking is a criminal offence under the Crimes Act 1958 (Vic). Stalking occurs where
an offender engages in a course of conduct with the intention of causing physical or
mental harm to another person, or arousing apprehension or fear in that other person;
and the course of conduct has that result. Examples of stalking include:
3.1.2. Following the victim (including through electronic means)
3.1.3. Contacting the victim by telephone, text message, email or other electronic
communication
3.1.4. Publishing on the internet or by an email or other electronic communication a
statement or other material relating to the victim or statement or material purporting to
originate from the victim
3.1.5. Causing an unauthorised computer function in a computer owned or used by the
victim
3.1.6. Entering or loitering outside or near the victim’s place of residence or of business or
any other place frequented by the victim
3.1.7. Giving offensive material to the victim, leaving it where it will be found by, given to or
brought to the attention of, the victim (including through electronic means)
3.1.8. Keeping the victim or any other person under surveillance.
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4. Defamation
If an individual publishes information that identifies a person; and the published content lowers
the person’s standing, brings that person into hatred, ridicule or contempt, or causes others to
shun or avoid that person; the employee who published the information may find themselves
personally defending an action of defamation.
5. Copyright
Copyright is the legal protection of literary, dramatic, artistic, and musical works, sound
recordings and performances. It provides creators with the legal right to control the use of their
creations. Publishing such works without the requisite permissions from the creator(s) may
amount to a breach of the Copyright Act 1968.
In the event of unacceptable use or misuse of social media related to any current or former staff,
students or parents within the school community, Dorset PS may:
 Notify parents/carers of misuse.
 Attempt to restore relationships between affected individuals with a restorative conference.
 Remove privileges from students who have demonstrated unacceptable use of social media.
 Notify external parties of unacceptable online conduct.
 Keep records of such cases.
FURTHER INFORMATION:
 Dorset PS- Code of Conduct
 Dorset PS- ChildSafe Standards Policy
 Dorset PS- Student Engagement, Wellbeing and Discipline Policy
 DET- Workplace Bullying and Harassment Policy
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Interim map of key student wellbeing interventions and supports
This resource has been developed by Wellbeing, Health and Engagement Division to map key wellbeing interventions and supports for students in Victorian government schools. Interventions and
supports have been categorised in universal, targeted and individual tiers. Some interventions and supports may operate across more tiers than this map indicates, or differ according to local
circumstances (e.g. in a special school, individual plans may be developed for all students as a universal intervention). Further interventions and supports may be available in your region or area that are
not listed below. This resource is an interim document and is current as at October 2018.

Universal

Targeted

Individual

Universal interventions help schools to create a positive, inclusive and supportive
school climate, building the preconditions for optimal student learning,
development and wellbeing.

Targeted interventions complement universal interventions and provide essential
additional support for cohorts of students who may have specific needs or
vulnerabilities. Targeted interventions include individual interventions for a cohort.

Individual interventions are designed for students who are identified as requiring
intensive tailored support to engage positively in education.

SCHOOL WIDE
POSITIVE
BEHAVIOUR
SUPPORT

A whole-school evidence-based approach to promote
improved behaviour that uses school level data to inform
actions across all three tiers (training and coaching support
available).

STUDENTS WITH
DISABILITIES

RESPECTFUL
RELATIONSHIPS

Resources for schools to implement a whole school approach
and teaching and learning materials to deliver respectful
relationships education (funding and support available).

BUILDING
RESILIENCE
FRAMEWORK

Resources on developing personal and social capabilities,
including self-awareness, self-management and social
awareness.

BULLYSTOPPERS

Resources, including advice, factsheets and interactive
learning modules for teachers, parents/carers and students
on preventing and addressing bullying and cyber safety.

CONFLICT
RESOLUTION

PROTECT

Detailed guidance encourages principals to consider and use
available conflict resolution options. Advice is also available
on how to create respectful school communities and manage
challenging parent behaviour.









STUDENTS IN
OUT-OF-HOME
CARE



KOORIE STUDENTS



Resources to support schools to comply with the Child Safe
Standards, as well as identify and respond to signs of abuse.
Support is available for victims of family violence, child
abuse, exploitation and sexual assault, and for students
demonstrating harmful sexual behaviours.

SOCIAL &
EMOTIONAL
LEARNING

Social and emotional learning helps students learn the skills
they need to build resilience and effectively manage their
emotions, behaviour and relationships with others.

eSMART

The Alannah and Madeline Foundation’s eSmart Schools
framework assists schools to develop a culture that
promotes the safe, smart and responsible use of technology.

MENTAL HEALTH

SAFEMinds, SAFEMinds Train the Trainer and Suicide Risk
Continuum training are designed to enhance school capacity
to identify mental health issues early, such as depression,
anxiety and self-harm.

ENGAGEMENT

Guidance for schools is available on developing a student
engagement policy, student and family engagement
strategies, and identifying students at risk of disengaging.

STUDENT
WELLBEING HUB

National resources complement Victorian resources to
help create respectful and supportive learning
communities that promote student safety and wellbeing.







Inclusive Education for Students with Disabilities- umbrella
policy on creating inclusive schools
Program for Students with Disabilities providing an
assessment service and additional funding to support
students with specific needs
regional autism and inclusion consultants support wholeschool approaches to inclusion for students with disabilities
Suicide Risk Continuum Training for special schools
Abilities Based Learning and Education Support
Victorian Deaf Education Institute
Statewide Vision Resource Centre
Visiting Teacher Service
A LOOKOUT Education Support Centre is in each region to
provide support to schools.
Under the Out-of-Home Care Education Commitment
Partnering Agreement, each child in out-of-home care is
provided with a Learning Mentor, Student Support Group,
Educational Needs Analysis and Individual Education Plan.
Koorie education coordinators and Koorie education support
officers can provide assistance in supporting Koorie students.
Koorie specific individual planning tools and learning
resources are available.
Victorian Aboriginal Education Association Inc. (VAEAI) is the
peak Koorie community organisation for education and
training in Victoria.

STUDENTS FROM
A REFUGEE
BACKGROUND

The Refugee Education Support Program helps schools and
teachers better meet the needs of students from a refugee
background and their families. Additional funding is available via
the Refugee and Asylum Seeker Wellbeing Supplement.

LGBTI STUDENTS

The Safe Schools program provides information, resources and
professional learning to school staff to help foster school
environments that are safe and inclusive of LGBTI students.

STUDENT SUPPORT
GROUPS (SSG)

Consisting of parents/carers, school staff, Student Support
Services staff and other allied health professionals as required.
SSGs assist students with a disability or additional needs. SSGs
collaborate to plan and monitor teaching and learning strategies
that take account of a student’s background, experiences,
individual personality and individual goals.

BEHAVIOUR
SUPPORT PLANS

Developed in collaboration with students, parents and allied
health professionals, this is a school-based plan for students who
require additional supports and interventions.
Guidance is also available to support school staff to prevent
concerning behaviours and use effective and ethical responses
if a student is at risk of restraint or seclusion.

INDIVIDUAL
EDUCATION PLANS

A tool to assist in developing strategies to address the particular
educational needs of students. Schools must develop an
individual education plan for every student in out-of-home care.
Schools may also develop their own individual education plan
template to use for other students that would benefit from
structured planning and strategies to support their learning.

SCHOOL FOCUSED
YOUTH SERVICE

A range of strategies are available to support students who may
be struggling to engage in a mainstream setting, including School
Focused Youth Service (talk to your area about options).

FLEXIBLE
LEARNING
OPTIONS

Flexible Learning Options (or Re-engagement Programs) may be
appropriate for students whose needs are not being adequately
met in mainstream school settings.

DISENGAGED
STUDENTS

Students who have disengaged from school may be able to
access the Navigator program. Navigator provides intensive case
management and assertive outreach support to assist
disengaged learners (aged 12-17) to re-engage with education.

MENTAL HEALTH

In addition to mental health services provided by Student
Support Services staff and school-based wellbeing staff, the
following supports are available:
 increased one-on-one counselling for students via the 24
headspace centres and a dedicated phone counselling
service for rural and remote students,
 headspace suicide postvention support, SAFEMinds and
Suicide Risk Continuum Training for secondary schools.

CHILD PROTECTION

Resources and supports are available if signs of abuse are
identified for a student, advice on when to make a mandatory
report and how to access to support.

CHILDFIRST

Services are also available to support vulnerable families to
create child safe environments and best nurture their child’s
development (contact ChildFIRST for referral and advice).

Wellbeing workforces
Wellbeing workforces work across tiers to support individual, targeted and universal
interventions. Schools are encouraged to seek support and advice from the following:
 Student Support Services (SSS): including psychologists, speech pathologists and
social workers (see the SSS handbook for further information)
 primary and secondary school nurses
 primary welfare officers, student wellbeing coordinators, school counsellors and
chaplains
 regional and local area staff, including Student Support Managers and Health and
Wellbeing Coordinators (contact your area/regional office for more information).

Chaplaincy
Purpose of this policy
To provide advice about the provision of chaplaincy services in Victorian government schools for chaplains
funded via school funds or a community partnership and not funded via the National School Chaplaincy
Program (NSCP).
Policy
Schools must follow the requirements outlined below in regard to the engagement of chaplains funded via
school funds or community partnerships.
Chaplaincy services
Schools engage chaplains to support the educational, social and emotional wellbeing of students. They work
closely with wellbeing and allied health staff in schools to support students and their educational outcomes,
staff, families and the wider school community.
Chaplains are guided by the Department’s Principles for Health and Wellbeing which underpin effective
professional practice to promote and support optimal health, wellbeing and educational outcomes for
students, see: Principles for Health and Wellbeing
Engagement
Chaplains can be engaged directly by schools:
 via the school’s Student Resource Package (SRP), or
 through a community partnership (voluntary or paid).
Schools can:
 employ a chaplain directly, usually as an Education Support Staff member; or
 enter into a General Service Agreement with a chaplaincy provider who will arrange for a chaplain to
provide chaplaincy services in the school. See: General Service Agreement (docx - 75.91kb)
Qualifications
The minimum qualification requirements for chaplains are either:
 a Certificate IV in Youth Work; or
 a Certificate IV in Pastoral Care; or
 a Certificate IV in Chaplaincy and Pastoral Care; or
 an equivalent qualification that must include competencies in ‘mental health’ and ‘making appropriate
referrals’.
Consent
Schools must obtain written consent from parents/guardians/carers or the student (if adult or mature minor)
prior to the provision of chaplaincy services. See: Chaplaincy Parent Consent (docx - 267.56kb) Form. A set
of FAQs on parental consent (docx - 168.38kb) is included for information and guidance. Translated Parent
Consent Forms can be found on the National School Chaplaincy Program webpage.
Parents/guardians/carers and students must be advised that chaplaincy services are voluntary. They must
also be informed of the nature of the chaplaincy service to be provided, the role of the chaplain, the type of
information to be collected and reasons for its collection, conditions applying to disclosure of such information,
and their right of access to the information. Schools can obtain consent from parents/guardians/carers and
students at the beginning of each school year, as appropriate. For more information,
see: the Chaplaincy Information, Records and Reporting Policy (below) and Decision Making Responsibilities
for Students.
Roles and responsibilities
Chaplains will:
 work as a member of the school’s wellbeing team in the delivery of student wellbeing services
 contribute to improving student engagement and connectedness
 contribute to providing a safe, inclusive and supportive learning environment
 provide pastoral care and guidance to students



operate within the school community and with external providers.

The roles and responsibilities of chaplains could include:
 providing support in areas such as student attendance, engagement and mental health
 providing students with support and/or appropriate referrals in difficult situations such as during times
of grief, or when students are facing personal or emotional challenges
 providing pastoral care and guidance to students about values and ethical matters, referring students,
or sourcing appropriate services to meet their needs, which may involve access to services in the
community
 supporting students and staff to create an environment which promotes the physical, emotional, social
and intellectual development and wellbeing of all students
 supporting students and staff to create an environment of cooperation and mutual respect, and
promoting an understanding of diversity within the range of cultures and relevant traditions.
Chaplains must not:
 take advantage of their privileged position to proselytise, evangelise or advocate for a particular
religious view or belief
 put themselves, or allow themselves, to be placed in a compromising situation, recognising that there
are circumstances where confidentiality may be sought by the student
 conduct themselves in a manner which impacts the delivery of their services, even in a private
capacity
 perform professional or other services for which they are not qualified
 conduct religious services or ceremonies or lead students or staff in religious observances unless
agreed to by the Principal
 deliver special religious instruction.
Note: Chaplaincy providers and chaplains will operate in accordance with applicable Departmental policies
and guidelines, See: Related policies and Department resources below.
Code of Conduct
Chaplains must comply with all State and Commonwealth legislation, and with all relevant government school
policies, including those concerning child protection, mandatory reporting, privacy, anti-discrimination, human
rights, and creation and retention of student records. To the extent that there is any conflict between a school
or departmental policy and a policy of the organisation which employs the chaplain or with which the chaplain
is affiliated, the relevant government school policies prevail.
Chaplains are required to observe a high standard of professional conduct at all times. When carrying out
their responsibilities, they must:
 recognise, respect and affirm the authority of the school principal (or delegate) and/or school
governing body and work in consultation with them
 contribute to a supportive, safe, inclusive and caring learning environment within the school
 respect, accept and be sensitive to other people’s views, values and beliefs, including the cultural and
religious perspectives of parents/guardians/carers
 ensure all students are supported with respect for their religious beliefs, or lack of religious beliefs
 actively discourage any form of harassment or discrimination
 refer students to a service or organisation which is best placed to support the student’s particular
needs in accordance with the beliefs and values of the student or their family
 provide accurate and impartial information about the support and services available in the broader
community
 be approachable to all students, staff and members of the school community
 respect students, families and staff for their beliefs and not seek to impose their own beliefs or
persuade students towards a particular set of beliefs
 avoid unnecessary physical contact with a student, recognising, however, that there may be some
circumstances where physical contact may be appropriate, such as where the student is injured or
distraught
 keep appropriate records to document the support provided to students/school
 provide access to these records to the school, as appropriate, to ensure the school can meet its duty
of care obligations to students.

For a code of conduct template, see: Code of Conduct (docx - 37.04kb) for chaplains in Victorian government
schools
Child Protection–reporting obligations
Chaplains are in frequent contact with students and are well placed to observe when a child or young person
appears to be at risk of abuse or neglect.
The chaplain must comply with mandatory reporting obligations under the Children Youth and Families
Act 2005 (Vic) as if the chaplain were a ‘mandatory reporter’. This means that the chaplain must make a
report to the Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS) Child Protection if they form a reasonable
belief that a student is in need of protection as a result of physical injury or sexual abuse, and the student’s
parents/guardians/carers are unable or unwilling to protect the student from that abuse. For more information,
see: the Department of Health and Human Services - Child Protection
For further information see: Four Critical Actions for Schools: Responding to Incidents, Disclosures and
Suspicions of Child Abuse
All chaplains should:
 notify the school principal if they have concerns about the wellbeing of a child
 notify the DHHS Child Protection if they form a belief on reasonable grounds that a child or young
person is in need of protection from significant harm as a result of physical injury or sexual abuse, and
the child’s parents are unable or unwilling to protect the child.
 note the Chaplaincy Information, Records and Reporting policy below.
For more information about the Department's policy on child protection reporting obligations, see: Child
Protection - Reporting Obligations
Information, records and reporting policy
The Chaplaincy Information, Records and Reporting Policy applies to chaplains who are not part of the
NSCP.
This policy clarifies the roles, responsibilities and obligations of chaplaincy providers and chaplains who
provide chaplaincy services in Victorian government schools.
The policy includes guidance in relation to consent for chaplaincy services, referral, purpose of collection,
collection of information, recording of information, quality of information, security and storage of information,
transfer of information between schools, ownership and custody of information, use of information, disclosure
of information, retention of information, access to and correction of information, other requests for information,
management of complaints about the handling of information, management of other complaints, reporting
obligations, and training.
For more information, see Chaplaincy Information, Records and Reporting Policy (docx - 74.46kb).
Forms are also provided for use by chaplains to manage the referral/intake process as well as for recording
case notes, see:
 Chaplaincy Referral/Intake Form (docx - 164.34kb)
 Chaplaincy Case Note Form (docx - 419.77kb)
 Students (or their authorised representative) in government schools can apply for access to
student records via Freedom of Information. For more information see:
 Requests for Information about Students
 Freedom of Information
Complaints
Principals must ensure that the chaplain and the chaplaincy provider (where appropriate), are aware of the
Department’s policy on complaints management. Principals should also ensure there are procedures in place
at the school to manage complaints about the chaplain or service delivery with the provider concerned. This
will always involve engaging the provider when a complaint is escalated to the Principal.

Complaints should be resolved at the school wherever possible. Where this is not possible, schools should
follow the standard complaints management process established by the Department, see: Parent Complaints
Complaints involving alleged serious misconduct, unsatisfactory performance or sexual harassment must be
referred to the Employee Conduct Branch for advice regarding an appropriate course of action,
see: Employee Conduct Branch
Records of all complaints must be held at the school.
Related policies
Chaplains and chaplaincy providers must operate in accordance with the following applicable Departmental
policies and guidelines:
 Bullying
 Child Protection–Reporting Obligations
 Health and Wellbeing Services
 Health Care Needs
 Human Rights and Anti-Discrimination Requirements
 Police - Department Protocols
 Responding to Student Sexual Offending
 Student Engagement
 Suicide Prevention
 Student Health
 Student Support Services
 Suicide Awareness Strategy
Department resources
Chaplains and chaplaincy providers should also familiarise themselves with the following key Departmental
resources:
 Building Resilience: A Model to Support Children and Young People
 Child Protection–mandatory reporting training see: Protecting Children - Mandatory Reporting and
Other Obligations elearning module
 Child Safe Standards, see: PROTECT
 Daniel Morcombe Child Safety Curriculum
 Government schools, see: FUSE (Edumail password is required before searching Daniel
Morcombe Child Safety Curriculum)
 Catholic and independent schools, see: Scootle
 Parents, see: Daniel Morcombe Child Safety Curriculum
 Every Day Counts
 Promote mental health: safe, inclusive and empowering environments
 Primary Welfare Officer Initiative
 Program for Students with Disabilities
 Promote Mental Health
 Building capacity
 Safe, inclusive and empowering environments
 Social and emotional learning
 Records and Information Management
 Strategies to improve student engagement
 Student Engagement and Inclusion Guidance
 Student Mental Health and Suicide Response/Planning
 Suicide Response and Prevention including: Guidelines to assist with responding to attempted
suicide or suicide by a student
 Student Engagement
 Student Engagement Policy
 Victorian National School Chaplaincy Program Guidelines
 Victorian System of Care Referral Matrix

CODE OF CONDUCT FOR CHAPLAINS IN VICTORIAN GOVERNMENT SCHOOLS
For Victorian Government schools that are not participating in the Commonwealth Government’s
National School Chaplaincy Programme (NSCP).
Chaplains must comply with all State and Commonwealth legislation, and with all relevant
Department of Education and Training (the Department) and Victorian government school
policies, including those concerning child protection, mandatory reporting, privacy, antidiscrimination, human rights, and creation and retention of student records. To the extent that
there is any conflict between a school or Departmental policy and a policy of the organisation
which employs the chaplain or with which the chaplain is affiliated, the relevant Departmental
and Victorian government school policies prevail.
Chaplains are required to observe a high standard of professional conduct at all times. When
carrying out their responsibilities, they must:
 recognise, respect and affirm the authority of the school principal (or delegate) and/or
school governing body and work in consultation with them
 contribute to a supportive, safe, inclusive and caring learning environment within the
school
 respect, accept and be sensitive to other people’s views, values and beliefs, including the
cultural and religious perspectives of parents/guardians
 ensure all students are supported with respect for their religious beliefs, or lack of religious
beliefs
 actively discourage any form of harassment or discrimination
 refer students to a service or organisation which is best placed to support the student’s
particular needs in accordance with the beliefs and values of the student or their family
 provide accurate and impartial information about the support and services available in the
broader community
 be approachable to all students, staff and members of the school community
 respect students, families and staff for their beliefs and not seek to impose their own beliefs
or persuade students towards a particular set of beliefs
 avoid unnecessary physical contact with a student, recognising, however, that there may
be some circumstances where physical contact may be appropriate, such as where the
student is injured or distraught
 keep appropriate records to document the support provided to students/school
 provide access to these records to the school, as appropriate, to ensure the school can
meet its duty of care to students.
Chaplains must not







take advantage of their privileged position to proselytise, evangelise or advocate
for a particular religious view or belief
put themselves, or allow themselves to be placed, in a compromising situation, recognising
that there are circumstances where confidentiality may be sought by the student
conduct themselves in a manner which impacts the delivery of their services, even in
a private capacity
perform professional or other services for which they are not qualified
conduct religious services or ceremonies or lead students or staff in religious observances
unless agreed to by the Principal
deliver special religious instruction.
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Signature of Chaplain

Name of Chaplain

Name of School
Date: ____/____/20____
A copy of this document must remain in the school’s records.
Further information on the provision of chaplaincy services in Victorian government schools
is available at:
http://www.education.vic.gov.au/school/principals/spag/safety/Pages/chaplaincy.aspx.
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Dorset Primary School
Individual Learning Plan (ILP)
Name:
Focus Area:
Assessments and Achievements:

Term: 1

2019:
Term 1
Result
Goal
Term 2
Result
Goal
Term 3
Result
Goal
Term 4
Result
Goal
S.M.A.R.T. learning goal:

Strategies to support learning goals:

Plan to be reviewed in:
Signatures:
Parents/carers and teachers to sign when plan is finalised.

X

X

Teacher

Parent/Carer

2

3

4

DORSET PRIMARY SCHOOL
INCIDENT REPORT- 2019
Photocopy your Incident Report:
 Original to Mr Speed
 Duplicates to class teachers if applicable
 Copy for self to implement follow up

Date:

Teacher Making Report:
P.G.

Top

Middle

Oval

Sanctuary

Yr

Yr

Other

Time:
Yr

Names and Grades of
Student/s
Others INVOVLED:

DESCRIBE INCIDENT
Eg. Verbal – name calling, Physical -hitting

ACTION TAKEN
Eg. Discussion with students involved, phone call home.

PHONE: Yes ____ Msg. ___

Detention:

Yes

☐ Date: _________________

No ☐

RESTORATIVE/FOLLOW UP/CONSEQUENCE
Eg. Speak to harassed child on 28/05

Dorset Primary School
Student Behaviour Response Form
Student’s Name:
Teacher’s Name:

Class:
Date:

Student Comments:
What I did:
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________

Which rules I broke/rights I infringed:
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________

Why I chose to do this:
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________

How I will fix this problem:
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________

What will I do next time?
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
Home Reflection:
What actions/consequences did you undertake at home to follow up this incident and help us reinforce our
school rules and student responsibilities?
Please sign and return to your child’s teacher before school the next day. Contact your child’s teacher if you
have any concerns about this issue. Your support in this matter helps reinforce the school/home partnership.
Signature: ___________________________________________________ Date: ______________________
Supervising Teachers: ______________________________________________________________________
2019

Student rights and responsibilities
All members of our school community have a right to experience a safe and supportive
school environment. We expect that all students, staff, parents and carers treat each other
with respect and dignity. Our school’s Statement of Values highlights the rights and
responsibilities of members of our community.
Students have the right to:
 Participate fully in their education
 Feel safe, secure and happy at school
 Learn in an environment free from bullying, harassment, violence, discrimination or
intimidation
 Express their ideas, feelings and concerns.
Students have the responsibility to:
 Participate fully in their educational program
 Display positive behaviours that demonstrate respect for themselves, their peers,
their teachers and members of the school community
 Respect the right of others to learn.
Students who may have a complaint or concern about something that has happened at
school are encouraged to speak to their parents or carers and approach a trusted teacher or
a member of the school leadership team.
Student behavioural expectations
When a student acts in breach of the behaviour standards of our school community, Dorset
PS will institute a staged response. Where appropriate, parents will be informed about the
inappropriate behaviour and the disciplinary action taken by teachers and other school
staff.
Disciplinary measures may be used as part of a staged response to inappropriate behaviour
in combination with other engagement and support strategies to ensure that factors that
may have contributed to the student’s behaviour are identified and addressed. Disciplinary
measures at our school will be applied fairly and consistently.
Students will always be provided with an opportunity to be heard.

2019

Detention
Purpose of this policy
To ensure schools only detain students as part of a staged approach, in accordance with the Department's
Student Engagement Policy Guidelines.
Policy
Principals must:
 consider local circumstances when determining what a reasonable time and place for detention
entails
 ensure any special conditions relating to the imposition of detention are specified in the school's
Student Engagement Policy.
Conditions
Schools must ensure that:
 no more than half the time allocated for any recess is used for detention
 students undertake detention at a reasonable time and place
 where students are detained after school to complete school work, or to undertake additional or
new work or duties:
o parents are informed at least the day before the detention
o the time of detention should not exceed forty-five minutes
o alternative measures are negotiated with parents whose family circumstances are such
that the students completion of after-school work would create undue hardship (e.g.
where students regularly supervise younger siblings in the absence of parents, or where
limited travel alternatives for students are available).
Related policies
 Student Engagement - Policy Requirements and Development
Related legislation
 Education and Training Reform Act 2006
Last Update: 11 January 2019

Suspensions
Purpose of this policy
To ensure schools comply with legislative requirements including following the required procedures for
suspension.
Background
Ministerial Order 1125 (Procedures for Suspension and Expulsion of Students in Government Schools) took
effect on 16 July 2018. The Order defines the grounds and process for suspensions, expulsions and appeals
relating to expulsions of students in government schools. The Order and other laws must be interpreted and
applied under the Charter of Human Rights and Responsibilities. This means that the Order must be complied
with in a manner which is consistent with the Charter.
Policy
Only principals have authority to make the final decision to suspend a student. This authority cannot be
delegated.
Every student deserves a safe and positive learning experience where they are engaged and supported to
reach their full potential.
The Department’s Student Engagement and Inclusion Guidance (the Guidance) helps Principals to promote
positive student behaviour and respond to challenging student behaviour. The Guidance also provides
principals with supports and resources regarding disciplinary measures, see: Manage student behaviour.
Principals considering the suspension of a student must refer to the Student Engagement and Inclusion
Guidance where grounds suspension considerations (including ground for suspension) and the suspension
process are detailed. A range of templates, forms and support materials are also provided. For more
information see:
 Student Inclusion and Engagement Guidance - Suspension considerations
 Student Inclusion and Engagement Guidance - Suspension process
Related policies
 Policy Requirements and Development
 Student Support Groups
 Detention
 Expulsions
Related legislation and Ministerial Order
 Education and Training Reform Act 2006
 Ministerial Order 1125
Department resources
 Student Engagement - for information on the student engagement policy, mentoring, support for
disengaged students, and creating safe and respectful communities.
Last Update: 26 November 2018

Expulsions
Schools must comply with relevant legislation and required procedures for expulsion, supported transition
and expulsion appeals.
Background
Ministerial Order 1125 took effect on 16 July 2018. The Order defines the grounds and process for
suspensions, expulsions and appeals relating to expulsions of students in Victorian government schools. The
Ministerial Order must be complied with in a manner which is consistent with the Charter of Human Rights and
Responsibilities Act 2006.
Policy
On rare occasions, an individual student's behaviour may compromise the health, safety and wellbeing of
other students and staff at the school. When a behavioural incident(s) is of such magnitude that an expulsion
is considered, it is important that a transparent, fair and supportive process is in place, with appropriate
checks and balances at each stage.
The Expulsion Policy for Victorian Government Schools (pdf - 1.06mb) reflects the requirements set out in
Ministerial Order 1125, and comes into effect on the same date as the Order. The Policy has been developed
to support and guide principals to meet their obligations when they are considering expelling a student.
Only principals have authority to make the decision to expel a student. This authority cannot be delegated.
Principals must not expel a student who is aged 8 years or less without the Secretary’s approval.
Detailed requirements exist for the expulsion process and it is important that principals refer to the full
expulsion process for details.
When an expulsion may occur
A principal may expel a student from the school if, whilst attending school, travelling to and from school or
engaging in any school related activity away from school (including when travelling to or from that activity) the
student:
 behaves in such a way as to pose a danger, whether actual, perceived or threatened, to the health,
safety or wellbeing of any person
 causes significant damage to or destruction of property
 commits or attempts to commit or is knowingly involved in the theft of property
 possesses, uses or sells or deliberately assists another person to possess, use or sell illicit
substances or weapons
 fails to comply with any clear and reasonable instruction of a staff member so as to pose a danger,
whether actual, perceived or threatened, to the health, safety or wellbeing of any person
 consistently engages in behaviour that vilifies, defames, degrades or humiliates another person based
on age; breastfeeding; gender; identity; impairment; industrial activity; lawful sexual activity; marital
status; parent/carer status or status as a carer; physical features; political belief or activity; pregnancy;
race; religious belief or activity; sex; sexual orientation; personal association (whether as a relative or
otherwise) with a person who is identified by reference to any of the above attributes
 consistently behaves in an unproductive manner that interferes with the wellbeing, safety or
educational opportunities of any other student.
The student's behaviour must be of such a magnitude that having regard to the need of the student to receive
an education; to maintain the health, safety and wellbeing of other students and staff at the school; and to
maintain the effectiveness of the school's educational programs, expulsion is considered the only available
mechanism.
Intervention and supports

It is critical that interventions and supports have been implemented to address behaviours of concern prior to
making an expulsion decision. An expulsion can be overturned if this has not happened, or is not thoroughly
documented. Students may only be expelled after a thorough investigation of the incident/s has been
conducted.
The local Area Team and regional office will work with the principal to identify a new setting and implement a
transition plan for the student.
Notification of expulsion
Principals must notify the Regional Director when an expulsion is being considered for:
 an Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander student
 a student with a disability who is eligible to receive support under the Program for Students with
Disabilities, or
 a student in out-of-home care.
Principals must notify the Department’s International Education Division if the student is from overseas.
Expulsion appeals
In keeping with principles of procedural fairness and natural justice, a decision to expel a student from a
Victorian government school can be appealed by the student or their parent/carer. Principals must provide the
student and their parent/carer with copy of the Expulsion Appeal Form for their consideration.
An expulsion can be appealed on the following grounds:
 a student has a history of behavioural issues, and there is insufficient evidence of prior interventions
designed to address the behaviour and support the student
 the grounds on which the student was expelled are considered unfair
 the expulsion process was not followed by the principal
 other extenuating circumstances.
For more information on the expulsion appeal process see: Expulsion Appeal
In rare circumstances where an expulsion is overturned on appeal and the principal holds significant ongoing
concerns for the students at the school, a principal may refer the matter to the Student Safety and Wellbeing
Expert Panel. For more information on the Expert Panel, see: Student Safety and Wellbeing Expert Panel
Related policies
 Policy Requirements and Development
 Student Support Groups
 Detention
 Suspensions
Related legislation
 Education and Training Reform Act 2006
 Information Privacy Act 2000
 Ministerial Order 1125 - Procedures for Suspension and Expulsion of Students in Government
Schools (pdf - 711.56kb)
Department resources
 For checklists and reporting templates, see: Information for Schools: Resources
 For more information on the process and obligations under Ministerial Order
1125, see: Expulsion Process
 Student Engagement - for information on student engagement, mentoring, support for disengaged
students, and creating safe and respectful communities.
 Conflict resolution – for information on conflict resolution concepts and techniques, when to use them,
best practice for engaging in conflict resolution and supports.
Last Update: 26 November 2018

NOTICE OF SUSPENSION
SCHOOL INFORMATION
SCHOOL NAME
SCHOOL NUMBER

TELEPHONE

CONTACT PERSON’S NAME
CONTACT NUMBER

STUDENT INFORMATION
NAME
DATE OF BIRTH

YEAR LEVEL

VSN
TELEPHONE
EMAIL
ADDRESS

RELEVANT PERSON DETAILS
NAME
RELATIONSHIP TO STUDENT
TELEPHONE
EMAIL
ADDRESS
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SUSPENSION DETAILS
CURRENT SUSPENSION

PREVIOUS SUSPENSION/S (IF ANY) IN THIS SCHOOL YEAR

FROM

FROM

TO

NUMBER
OF DAYS

TO

FROM

TO

NUMBER
OF DAYS

FROM

TO

NUMBER
OF DAYS

FROM

TO

NUMBER
OF DAYS

(inclusive)

TOTAL NUMBER OF DAYS
FOR THIS SUSPENSION
TOTAL NUMBER OF DAYS FOR
SUSPENSIONS IN THIS SCHOOL
(including current suspension)

TOTAL NUMBER
OF DAYS

PREVIOUS SUSPENSION/S (IF ANY) IN PREVIOUS SCHOOL YEARS
YEAR

FROM

TO

NUMBER
OF DAYS

YEAR

FROM

TO

NUMBER
OF DAYS

YEAR

FROM

TO

NUMBER
OF DAYS

YEAR

FROM

TO

NUMBER
OF DAYS
TOTAL NUMBER
OF DAYS

GROUNDS FOR SUSPENSION
UNDER MINISTERIAL ORDER 1125, THIS STUDENT WAS SUSPENDED
FOR:
(please tick)
Consistently engaging in behaviour that vilifies,
Behaving in such a way as to pose a danger,
defames, degrades or humiliates another person
whether actual, perceived or threatened, to the
based on age; breastfeeding; gender; identity;
health, safety or wellbeing of any person;
impairment; industrial activity; lawful sexual
Causing significant damage to or destruction of
activity; marital status; parental status; physical
property;
features; political belief or activity; pregnancy;
Committing or attempting to commit or is
race; religious belief or activity; sexual orientation;
knowingly involved in the theft of property;
personal association (whether as a relative or
otherwise) with a person who is identified by
Possessing, using or selling or deliberately assisting
reference to any of the above attributes;
another person to possess, use or sell illicit
substances or weapons;
Consistently behaving in an unproductive manner
Failing to comply with any clear and reasonable
instruction of a staff member so as to pose a
danger, whether actual, perceived or threatened, to
the health, safety or wellbeing of any person;

that interferes with the wellbeing, safety or
educational opportunities of any other student.
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REASONS FOR SUSPENSION
Details of student’s behaviour (including time and date) and the evidence (and witnesses) relied upon to support the
grounds for suspension.

STUDENT HAS BEEN GIVEN OPPORTUNITY TO BE HEARD
Include details of any meetings with the student and their relevant person, and any information or documentation
provided by the student / relevant person.

OTHER FORMS OF ACTION TO ADDRESS THE BEHAVIOUR THAT HAVE BEEN CONSIDERED
Specify details of other strategies or supports that have been considered/implemented to address the behaviour.
For additional information on supports available please see the Supports Available to Schools section of the Student
Engagement and Inclusion Guidance document.

DATE OF POST-SUSPENSION STUDENT SUPPORT GROUP
if applicable

PRINCIPAL’S NAME
SIGNATURE

DATE
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THE SUSPENSION PROCESS

ESTABLISHING THE GROUNDS FOR SUSPENSION
• The principal must first establish whether a suspension is an available option:
• Did the behaviour occur whilst at school, travelling to or from school or at a school approved activity?
• Does the behaviour meet one or more of the grounds for suspension?

• The principal must take into account whether a suspension is appropriate to the behaviour,
the student's education needs and any other relevant circumstances.
Before implementing a suspension, the principal must ensure that:
• The student has had the opportunity to be heard
• That any information or documentation provided by the student or their relevant person has been taken
into account in making the decision regarding the suspension
• Other forms of action to address the behaviour for which the student is being suspended have been
considered and implemented.

• The principal must decide on the duration of the suspension bearing in mind that:
• A student cannot be suspended for more than five consecutive school days and written approval from the Regional
Director is required if the total number of days the student has been suspended in the year is more than 15 days
• If the period of the suspension is longer than the days left in the term, the principal should consider the likely
disruption to the student’s learning before imposing a suspension that will continue into the following term.

SUSPENSION WITH AN IMMEDIATE EFFECT
• In some instances, the principal may consider that due to the severity of the situation and the
possibility of immediate threat to another person, they may need to implement immediate action.
• Under these circumstances, the school must provide supervision until the student can be collected
or until the end of the school day.
• When a suspension with an immediate effect is implemented on school camp or excursion and the
student is unable to be collected, then they will need to be supervised until the end of the activity.

NOTIFICATION
• As soon as is practical, the principal must:
• Give verbal notification to the student and their relevant person of the intention to suspend the student,
the reason/s for the suspension, the schools days on which it will occur and where it will occur
• Provide the student and their relevant person with the Notice of Suspension and the Procedures for Suspension
brochure prior to the day on which the suspension occurs (or on the day a suspension is implemented, if it is a
suspension with immediate effect)
• Provide contact details for additional support services to the student and their relevant person.

• Where appropriate, or if requested, a Student Support Group or another meeting with the student
and their relevant person can be convened.

DURING SUSPENSION
• Prior to the day on which the suspension occurs, or on the day a suspension is implemented with
immediate effect:
• If the student is suspended for three days or less, the school must arrange for appropriate school work to be supplied
• If a student is being suspended for more than three days, a Student Absence Learning Plan and a Return to School
Plan must be developed and provided to the student and their relevant person.
CONTINUED NEXT PAGE

SUPPORT AND FOLLOW-UP
• Following the suspension, it may be appropriate to convene a meeting with the student and their
relevant person to discuss the behaviour that led to the suspension. A relevant person can also request
a meeting at any time during the suspension process.
• For students that have been suspended for five days or where they have received three or more
suspensions in a year, then it is recommended that the school convene a Student Support Group meeting
with the student, their relevant person and other personnel to discuss the behaviour that led to the
suspension/s and the range of strategies to address the concerns.

PROCEDURES FOR SUSPENSION
INFORMATION FOR PARENTS* FOLLOWING YOUR CHILD’S SUSPENSION
This brochure must be given to the student’s relevant person with the Notice of Suspension.
This brochure provides the following information for students and their relevant person:
What to do if you have any concerns about your child’s suspension
How schools can support students after a suspension
Where to go for further information and support.
For extra information on the suspension process, including roles and responsibilities, and what you can expect
to have occured prior to suspension, see www.education.vic.gov.au/school/parents/behaviour/Pages/faqs.aspx

MY CHILD HAS BEEN SUSPENDED,
WHAT DOES THIS MEAN?
Suspension is a disciplinary measure that
involves temporary removal of a student
from classes or school approved activities for
a specified period of time. Your child will
be allowed to return to class or the school
approved activity after the set period of
suspension.

WHAT WILL THE PRINCIPAL HAVE
CONSIDERED BEFORE SUSPENSION?
Before a student can be suspended, the principal
must ensure that:
The student has had the opportunity to be heard
 ny information or documentation provided
A
by the student or their relevant person has
been taken into account in making the decision
regarding suspension
Other forms of action to address the behaviour
for which the student is being suspended have
been considered.

WHAT IS AN IMMEDIATE
SUSPENSION?
Immediate suspensions can occur only if a student
behaves in such a way that would provide the basis
for a suspension ordinarily, and their behaviour is
such that they are putting the health, safety and
wellbeing of themselves, staff or other students at
significant risk.
If the principal has determined that an immediate
suspension is appropriate in the circumstances,
school staff should have attempted to immediately

notify you of this decision, and the need to collect
your child as soon as is practicable.
If you were not able to be contacted and/or
you were unable to make arrangements for the
collection of your child, the principal should have
made arrangements for your child to be adequately
supervised until the end of the school day or the
conclusion of the school approved activity.
It is important to remember that even though the
time frames for an immediate suspension differ
from a suspension implemented under normal
circumstances, the process is the same and the
principal must ensure that your child has had
the opportunity to be heard and that his or her
circumstances are taken into account.

HOW LONG CAN MY CHILD BE
SUSPENDED FOR?
The maximum continuous period of time a student
may be suspended at any one time is 5 school days.
In addition, a student cannot be suspended for
more than 15 days in a school year without written
approval from the Regional Director.

WHAT SHOULD I DO IF I AM NOT
SURE IF MY CHILD’S BEHAVIOUR
WARRANTED A SUSPENSION?
Every school is required to have a Student
Engagement Policy which sets out the school
community’s shared expectation in the areas
of student engagement, respectful behaviour,
attendance and acts as a reference point for how
your school will respond to individual student
circumstance.

*OR RELEVANT PERSON. PLEASE SEE ‘IDENTIFYING A RELEVANT PERSON’ FOR MORE INFORMATION.
www.education.vic.gov.au/school/principals/participation/Pages/relevantperson.aspx
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You may also like to ask your school for a copy of
their Student Engagement Policy or you can check
their website to access it. This policy will set out
the behavioural expectations within your school
and will be a useful reference point in determining
whether these expectations have been breached.
www.education.vic.gov.au/school/principals/
participation/Pages/engagepol.aspx
Suspensions are a serious disciplinary measure
and are best reserved for incidents when
other measures have not produced a
satisfactory outcome.
Your child can be suspended if, whilst attending
school or travelling to or from school or engaged in
any school activity away from the school (including
travel to or from that activity), they –
Behave in such a way as to pose a danger,
whether actual, perceived or threatened, to the
health, safety or wellbeing of any person;
Cause significant damage to or destruction of
property;

It is important to remember that you can request
a meeting with the principal at any point during
a suspension process, even if the suspension has
already been implemented.
If you do not feel your concerns have been
addressed, you can contact the Community Liaison
Officer in your closest departmental regional office
or one of the other support services listed at the
end of this brochure.

WHAT IS AN IN-SCHOOL
SUSPENSION? WHAT DOES IT MEAN
FOR MY CHILD?
An in-school suspension means that a student
remains on school grounds under supervision but
does not attend class. This may include:
Pairing the student up with an experienced
teacher or appropriate staff member for the day
and accompanying that teacher to classes

 ommit or attempts to commit or is knowingly
C
involved in the theft of property;

Participating in a work-based in-school
suspension (e.g. working outdoors or
preparation of educational materials)

P ossess, use or sell or deliberately assist another
person to possess, use or sell illicit substances
or weapons;

P roviding a dedicated room or area where
students can complete their in-school suspension
under appropriate supervision.

F ail to comply with any clear and reasonable
instruction of a staff member so as to pose a
danger, whether actual, perceived or threatened,
to the health, safety or wellbeing of any person;
Consistently engage in behaviour that vilifies,
defames, degrades or humiliates another person
based on age; breastfeeding; gender; identity;
impairment; industrial activity; lawful sexual
activity; marital status; parental status; physical
features; political belief or activity; pregnancy;
race; religious belief or activity; sexual
orientation; personal association (whether as
a relative or otherwise) with a person who is
identified by reference to any of the above
attributes;
 onsistently behave in an unproductive manner
C
that interferes with the wellbeing, safety or
educational opportunities of any other student.
It is the principal’s responsibility to determine
whether to suspend a student in any specific
circumstances. If you have any concerns about the
suspension process or your child’s behaviour, you
are encouraged to contact the principal to discuss
your child, your concerns, and the reasons and
grounds for the suspension.

It may also take on a different form depending on
the particular school and circumstances.
It is important to remember that whilst this
is different from a traditional ‘out-of-school’
suspension, the process for both is the same and
you should receive the same notification and
documentation.

WHAT INFORMATION SHOULD THE
SCHOOL PROVIDE ME WITH WHEN
SUSPENDING MY CHILD?
When a principal determines that a suspension is
appropriate, the school must provide both you and
your child with the following documents:
Notice of Suspension and
This brochure.
The principal should also provide you with the
following information:
The reasons for the suspension
T he school days on which the suspension
will occur
Where the suspension will occur (i.e. on school
premises or otherwise)
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The contact details for additional support
services for you and your child as appropriate
The arrangements made for the provision of
appropriate school work for your child for the
period of the suspension.
Notes:
(1) If your child is suspended for 3 days or less, the principal
should ensure that he or she is provided with meaningful
work to complete whilst they are absent from school.
(2)If your child has been suspended for more than 3 days, the
principal should ensure that a Student Absence Learning Plan
and a Return to School Plan are provided.

WHAT WILL MY CHILD DO WHEN
THEY ARE SUSPENDED? DOES THE
SCHOOL HAVE TO PROVIDE HIM/
HER WITH WORK?
It is expected that for a suspension of three days
or under, a student is given meaningful work
to complete. If a student is suspended for over
three days, it is expected that a Student Absence
Plan and a Return to School Plan are developed.
Templates of these plans can be found at
www.education.vic.gov.au/school/principals/
participation/Pages/resources.aspx

WHAT HAPPENS AT THE END OF
THE SUSPENSION?
Once the period of suspension has ended, your
child should be supported to return to school.
If your child has been suspended for a period of
three or more school days, it is recommended
that a post-suspension Student Support Group
meeting be held with the school, you and your
child. You can also request that a Student Support
Group meeting is held if you feel your child needs
additional support when returning to school or to
address any behavioural issues that may have led to
the incident that result in a suspension.
The purpose of this meeting is to provide an
opportunity to discuss the following:
The Student Absence Learning Plan and the
school work completed during the period
of suspension
The strategies to be developed within and
outside of the school to meet the educational,
social and emotional needs of your child

For more information on Student Support Group
meetings see
www.education.vic.gov.au/school/principals/spag/
participation/Pages/supportgroups.aspx
For more information on what supports are
available to schools see Strategies and Supports
Available to Schools
www.education.vic.gov.au/school/principals/
participation/Pages/interventions.aspx

CAN I APPEAL A SUSPENSION?
There is no process for appealing a suspension.
If you have any concerns about your child’s
suspension, you should immediately discuss these
concerns with the school principal.
If you do not believe that your concerns have been
adequately addressed by the school principal, you
may contact the Community Liaison Officer at your
local regional office.
If you still believe that your concerns have not been
adequately addressed by the regional office, you
can write to your Regional Director or the Deputy
Secretary, Regional Support Group to lodge a
formal complaint.
Additional information, phone numbers and further
contact details regarding parent complaints can be
found on the DEECD website at
www.education.vic.gov.au/about/contact/
parentcomplaint.htm

WHO CAN I CONTACT FOR MORE
INFORMATION OR SUPPORT?
The procedures for suspension and expulsion are
detailed in the Student Engagement and Inclusion
Guidance which can be found by visiting:
www.education.vic.gov.au/school/principals/
participation/Pages/studengage.aspx
FAQs for parents regarding suspension and
expulsion are available at:
www.education.vic.gov.au/school/parents/
behaviour/Pages/faqs.aspx
If you require additional information and support,
you should contact the Community Liaison Officer
at your closest regional office (contact details
next page).

The respective responsibilities of you, your
child, the school staff and other professionals in
supporting these strategies.
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DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION AND EARLY CHILDHOOD DEVELOPMENT
REGIONAL OFFICES
NORTH EASTERN VICTORIA REGION

SOUTH EASTERN VICTORIA REGION

Email:

Email:

Benalla
Post:
Location:
Phone:
Fax:

nevr@edumail.vic.gov.au
PO Box 403, Benalla, Victoria 3672
150 Bridge Street East, Benalla,
Victoria 3672
(03) 5761 2100
(03) 5762 5039

Glen Waverley
Location: Level 3, 295 Springvale Road,
Glen Waverley 3150, Victoria
Phone:
(03) 9265 2400
Fax:
(03) 9265 2444

sevr@edumail.vic.gov.au

Dandenong
Post:
PO Box 5, Dandenong 3175
Location: 165-169 Thomas Street, Dandenong 3175
Phone:
(03) 8765 5600
Fax:
(03) 8765 5666
Moe
Post:
Location:
Phone:
Fax:

PO Box 381, Moe, Victoria 3825
 orner Kirk and Haigh Streets,
C
Moe, Victoria 3825
(03) 5127 0400
(03) 5126 1933

NORTH WESTERN VICTORIA REGION

SOUTH WESTERN VICTORIA REGION

Email:

Email:

swvr@edumail.vic.gov.au

Ballarat
Location:
Phone:
Fax:

109 Armstrong Street North, Ballarat, 3350
(03) 5337 8444
(03) 5333 2135

Bendigo
Post:
Location:
Phone:
Fax:
Coburg
Post:
Location:
Phone:
Fax:

nwvr@edumail.vic.gov.au
PO Box 442, Bendigo, Victoria 3552
7-15 McLaren Street, Bendigo,
Victoria 3550
(03) 5440 3111
(03) 5442 5321

Locked Bag 2001, Coburg, VIC 3058
Level 2, 189 Urquhart Street,
Coburg, VIC 3058
(03) 9488 9488
(03) 9488 9400

West Footscray
Location: Level 3, Whitten Oval, 417 Barkly Street,
West Footscray, 3012
(entry via glass sliding doors)
Phone:
(03) 9291 6500
Fax:
(03) 9291 6565
Geelong
Post:
Location:
Phone:
Fax:

PO Box 2086, Geelong, Victoria 3220
5A Little Ryrie Street, Geelong, Victoria 3220
(03) 5225 1000
(03) 5225 1099
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ADDITIONAL AVAILABLE SUPPORT
Parentline Victoria
Phone: 13 22 89 - 8am to midnight 7 days a week
Parentline provides a statewide telephone counselling service to parents and
carers of children aged from birth to eighteen years.

Parents Victoria
Phone: (03) 9380 2158 or 1800 032 023 (rural callers only)
Website: www.parentsvictoria.asn.au
Victorian Aboriginal Education Association Inc.
Phone: (03) 9416 3833
Website: www.vaeai.org.au
Child and Adolescent Mental Health Services
Phone: 1300 767 299
Website: www.health.vic.gov.au/mentalhealth/services/child/
Children’s Protection Society
Phone: (03) 9450 0900
Website: www.cps.org.au
Australian Childhood Foundation
Phone: (03) 9874 3922
Website: www.childhood.org.au/website/default.asp
Association of School Councils in Victoria
Phone: (03) 9808 2499
Website: www.asciv.org.au/ASCIV/Welcome.html
Victorian Council of School Organisations
Phone: (03) 9429 5900
Website: www.viccso.org.au/
Victorian Multicultural Commission
Phone: (03) 9208 3184
Website: www.multicultural.vic.gov.au/
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SUSPENSION PROCESS CHECKLIST
It is not a requirement of the suspension process that this checklist be completed; it is intended to guide
principals through the requirements expected of them under Ministerial Order 1125.

GROUNDS FOR SUSPENSION
The student’s behaviour must have occurred:
 While attending school; or
 Travelling to or from school; or
 While engaged in any school activity away from the school, including travelling to or from that activity.
One or more of the following grounds for suspension must be applicable:
 Behaving in such a way as to pose a danger, whether actual, perceived or threatened, to the health,
safety or wellbeing of any person;
 Causing significant damage to or destruction of property;
 Committing or attempting to commit or is knowingly involved in the theft of property;
 Possessing, using or selling or deliberately assisting another person to possess, use or sell illicit
substances or weapons;
 Failing to comply with any clear and reasonable instruction of a staff member so as to pose a danger,
whether actual, perceived or threatened, to the health, safety or wellbeing of any person;
 Consistently engaging in behaviour that vilifies, defames, degrades or humiliates another person
based on age; breastfeeding; gender; identity; impairment; industrial activity; lawful sexual activity;
marital status; parental status or status as a carer; physical features; political belief or activity;
pregnancy; race; religious belief or activity; sexual orientation; personal association (whether as a
relative or otherwise) with a person who is identified by reference to any of the above attributes;
 Consistently behaving in an unproductive manner that interferes with the wellbeing, safety or
educational opportunities of any other student.

PRINCIPAL MUST MAKE A DECISION TO SUSPEND
□

□
□
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I have ensured that suspension is appropriate to:
o The behaviour for which the student is being suspended
o The educational needs of the student
o Any disability or mental illness of the student
o The age of the student
o The residential and social circumstances of the student.
If the student is Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander, I have considered whether it is appropriate to
contact a Koorie Education Coordinator.
As part of my considerations, I have ensured that:
o The student has been given an opportunity to be heard
o Any information or documentation provided by the student and or their relevant person has
been taken into account in making the decision
o Other forms of action to address the behaviour which may lead to suspension have been
considered.

DETAILS OF SUSPENSION
If it is a suspension with an immediate effect:
□

I have ensured that the following grounds have been met:
o
o

□

The student behaved in a way that would provide the basis for a suspension; and
The behaviour is such that the student is putting the health, safety, and wellbeing of
themselves, staff or other students at significant risk.
I have also ensured that:
o I have contacted the relevant person to advise them of the suspension with immediate effect
and have requested that the student be collected by the relevant person or an emergency
contact
o I have arranged adequate supervision for the student until he/she can be collected by the
relevant person or emergency contact, or until the end of the school day or school activity in the
case of school camps or excursions.

If the suspension is not to take effect immediately:
□ I have determined a start date for the suspension.
□ I have determined the period of the suspension and have ensured that:
o The period of suspension does not exceed 5 school days
o The suspension will not result in the student being suspended for more than 15 school days in a
school year
o If this suspension does result in the student being suspended for over 15 school days in the
school year, I have sought written approval from the Regional Director
o I have considered the likely disruption to the student’s learning before imposing a suspension
for a period that is longer than the days left in a term.
o I have determined where the suspension will occur (In-school / external suspension).

PROCEDURE PRIOR TO SUSPENSION
Before the suspension has commenced, I have done the following:
□

□

□
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Given verbal notification to the student and the relevant person of:
o The reason/s for the suspension
o The school days on which the suspension will occur
o Where the suspension will occur (i.e. in-school or external suspension)
o Contact details for additional support services for the student and the relevant person as
appropriate.
Arranged for appropriate school work to be provided to the student for the period of the suspension:
o Where the student is suspended for 3 school days or less, I have provided meaningful work
o Where the student is suspended for more than 3 school days, a Student Absence Learning
Plan and Return to School Plan have been developed
o Where the student is suspended for more than school 5 days, I have designated a teacher to
support and engage the student (see Expulsion Policy for Victorian Government schools).
Provided student and their relevant person with the following documentation:
o Notice of Suspension
o Student Absence Learning Plan (if applicable)
o Return to School Plan (if applicable)
o Information brochure Procedures following Suspension.
o Recorded the suspension on CASES21.
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INTRODUCTION
Every child and young person deserves a good quality education and has a legal right to attend a Victorian
government school. Upholding this right and ensuring the safety and wellbeing of all students are top
priorities in the Victorian government education system.
Intervening early to understand and address the underlying factors that influence and trigger behaviours of
concern in students is key to supporting children and young people to be connected and engaged in
education. Recognising the fundamental importance of relationships, principals support and encourage the
whole school community to resolve differences peacefully and respectfully at the school level.
On rare occasions, an individual student’s behaviour may compromise the health, safety and wellbeing of
other students and staff at the school. When a behavioural incident is of such magnitude that an expulsion is
considered, it is important that a transparent, fair and supportive process is in place, with appropriate checks
and balances at each stage.
The Victorian government school expulsion process is underpinned by a focus on procedural fairness and
comprehensive support for all students. It aims to ensure that opportunities are provided to thoroughly
consider the effect of a student’s behaviour on all affected parties, and that decisions are informed by the
safety, wellbeing and educational interests of the individual student and the school community. It also aims
to ensure that vulnerable students who are a greater risk of poor educational outcomes are appropriately
supported.
In the rare instance that the decision is made to expel a student, the principal and Department of Education
and Training (the Department) will work closely with the student and their family to ensure they are
supported to successfully transition to a new educational setting as soon as possible. This policy is based on
the principle that no child will be excluded from the Victorian government school system, even if they are
expelled from an individual school.
This policy applies to all Victorian government schools and reflects the requirements set out in Ministerial
Order 1125 – Procedures for Suspension and Expulsion of Students in Government Schools (Ministerial
Order 1125). The content has been developed to support and guide principals to meet their obligations when
they are considering expelling a student from a Victorian government school. This policy comes into effect on
the same date as Ministerial Order 1125.
This policy should be read in conjunction with the broader Student Engagement and Inclusion Guidance.
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Figure 1: Overview of Victorian government expulsion process
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INTERVENTIONS AND SUPPORTS
Understanding and addressing the underlying factors that influence and trigger behaviour is key to supporting
students to be happy, connected and engaged in education. Where students repeatedly demonstrate
challenging behaviours, schools should implement structured intervention strategies as part of a staged
response to address the behaviours.
Interventions and supports implemented at the school-level may include:
• whole school strategies to build a positive culture and professional learning to build the capacity of school
staff, for example through School Wide Positive Behaviour Support and Respectful Relationships
• individualised interventions and supports, for example supports developed and delivered by allied health
professionals, including Student Support Services, and modifications to routine and learning environments
• targeted intervention and supports for vulnerable students, for example students in out-of-home care,
students with a disability and Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander students
Where behaviours escalate or are very complex, principals should seek support through the Department’s Area
team and regional staff who can advise on, and facilitate access to, evidence-based interventions, expert
supports and services, particularly for vulnerable students and students with complex needs.
Refer to the Student Engagement and Inclusion Guidance for further advice on developing positive student
behaviours and available interventions and supports.
Interventions and supports should be implemented and thoroughly documented well before an expulsion is
considered by a principal. Expulsions are a serious disciplinary measure in Victorian government schools and
should only be used as a last resort when all other disciplinary measures, interventions, supports and options
have been exhausted.
In instances where there is no history of behavioural issues and an expulsion is being considered, principals
may consider implementing interventions and supports rather than expelling a student.

DEVELOPING A BEHAVIOUR SUPPORT PLAN
Principals should ensure a Behaviour Support Plan has been developed and implemented for all students who
have a history of behavioural issues.
An effective Behaviour Support Plan contributes to building respectful relationships, resilience, and welladjusted students who are able to learn effectively, and may prevent behaviours from escalating. Templates and
advice are available to assist schools to develop an effective Behaviour Support Plan.
A Behaviour Support Plan should be regularly revisited and updated to ensure it remains current.

SUPPORT FOR RESOLVING CONFLICTS
Schools are encouraged to consider making use of conflict resolution supports to assist in resolving conflicts
that may arise from behavioural incidents or conflicts. Conflict resolution can assist in de-escalating situations
and help all parties to develop flexible and creative solutions to difficult situations. The process emphasises
building positive relationships between all parties.
Conflict resolution supports should be explored for a range of conflicts that arise within a school environment,
irrespective of whether a suspension or expulsion is being considered. It is important to recognise that conflict
resolution will not be appropriate to use in all situations and should not be used when there are threats or
violence, or where there is unwillingness from either party to participate.
The Department has many internal avenues to help principals manage a conflict. Local Area teams can advise
principals on available supports and direct them to the relevant part of the Department, the Central Complaints
Team or the Independent Office for School Dispute Resolution.
Local Area teams can also provide advice on, and access to, suitable third party conflict resolution services. The
Department’s preferred supplier of conflict resolution services is Converge International.
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For further information
•

School Wide Positive Behaviour Support

•

For assistance in managing conflicts, see: Conflict Management

•

Independent Office for School Dispute Resolution

•

On intervention, de-escalation and incident response; see: Responding to Challenging Behaviours

•

Behaviour Support at DET - online learning

•

Student Support Services
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REFLECT AND INVESTIGATE
Following a behavioural incident of such magnitude that expulsion may be considered, it is critical to reflect and
conduct a thorough investigation to ensure procedural fairness. Expulsion should not be a pre-determined
outcome of this process.
Principals are encouraged to engage and collaborate with the Department’s local Area team and regional office
about supports and interventions for the student that may not have been considered or implemented previously.
Principals are encouraged to use the Principal Expulsion Checklist which reflects the requirements of Ministerial
Order 1125. This document will assist principals in ensuring they acquit each step of the process, regardless of
whether they proceed to an expulsion.
At the reflection and investigation stage, it is essential that all supports and interventions implemented are
thoroughly documented, and proper consideration is given to the Charter of Human Rights and Responsibilities
Act 2006 and anti-discrimination obligations. This is important to ensure the best outcome for a student, and to
ensure that principals have sufficient written evidence to support an expulsion decision if it is later reviewed.
To facilitate reflection and a thorough investigation, critical actions for principals are:
• immediately responding to the incident
• establishing the context and details of the student’s behaviour
• considering the impact on affected parties, including other students at the school
• communicating with students and parent/carer
• considering human rights and anti-discrimination obligations
• putting an immediate suspension in place, if appropriate
• contacting relevant Area and regional staff
• taking into account the considerations and actions required for vulnerable students
• considering if new interventions and supports can be put in place
• considering if the behaviour meets one of the grounds for expulsion and is of significant magnitude to
warrant proceeding through the expulsion process.
These actions may take place concurrently.

IMMEDIATE INCIDENT RESPONSE
Some incidents will require an immediate response. The principal may need to activate the school’s emergency
response management plan, report the incident, act on occupational health and safety (OHS) needs and inform
a student’s parent/carer about the incident.

For further information
•
•

Security Services Unit, Reporting and Management of Incidents and Hazards and informing parent/carer
about an incident: Emergency and Critical Incidents
Department’s OHS Management System

•

In the event that:
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o

a student has been restrained or secluded, refer to the key actions in the Restraint and Seclusion
resources

o

the student is aged 10 or over and the behaviour may amount to a sexual offence, refer to the key
actions in Responding to Student Sexual Offending.

WELLBEING SUPPORTS
The wellbeing of principals, school staff and students is a priority throughout an expulsion process. The
Department is also committed to maintaining a safe workplace. Principals are encouraged to access supports
available from a range of areas in the Department.
For more information on OHS and wellbeing supports for employees, see HRWeb.
For information on principal health and wellbeing, see Principal Health and Wellbeing Strategy.

CONSIDERING THE GROUNDS FOR EXPULSIONS
GROUNDS FOR EXPULSION
A principal may expel a student from the school if, whilst attending school, travelling to and from school or
engaging in any school related activity away from school (including when travelling to or from that activity)
the student:
1. behaves in such a way as to pose a danger, whether actual, perceived or threatened, to the health,
safety or wellbeing of any person
2. causes significant damage to or destruction of property
3. commits or attempts to commit or is knowingly involved in the theft of property
4. possesses, uses or sells or deliberately assists another person to possess, use or sell illicit
substances or weapons
5. fails to comply with any clear and reasonable instruction of a staff member so as to pose a danger,
whether actual, perceived or threatened, to the health, safety or wellbeing of any person
6. consistently engages in behaviour that vilifies, defames, degrades or humiliates another person
based on age; breastfeeding; gender; identity; impairment; industrial activity; lawful sexual activity;
marital status; parent/carer status or status as a carer; physical features; political belief or activity;
pregnancy; race; religious belief or activity; sex; sexual orientation; personal association (whether as
a relative or otherwise) with a person who is identified by reference to any of the above attributes
7. consistently behaves in an unproductive manner that interferes with the wellbeing, safety or
educational opportunities of any other student
AND the student's behaviour is of such magnitude that, having regard to the need of the student to receive
an education compared to the need to maintain the health, safety and wellbeing of other students and staff at
the school and the need to maintain the effectiveness of the school's educational programs, expulsion is the
only available mechanism.

COMMUNICATING WITH THE PARENT/CARER
When investigating a behavioural incident, it is important to communicate with the student and their parent/carer
as soon as possible, so that they are aware of the situation and can put in place supports as required.
Depending on the circumstances, this may happen prior to, or during the initial stages of an investigation.
When communicating with the student and their parent/carer, the principal should:
• provide details of the alleged incident or behaviour
• let them know an investigation is underway, and that this will be conducted fairly with consideration given to
the student’s best interests and the safety and wellbeing of the school community
• seek any relevant information that could inform the investigation
• advise if a suspension is being put in place and follow the relevant suspension processes
• establish if any other immediate wellbeing supports are needed that can be provided by the school or the
local Area team.
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Students with separated parents
For students who have separated parents, it important to remember that all parents and carers are entitled to be
notified if there is a behavioural incident of such magnitude that expulsion may be considered. In circumstances
where there is more than one parent/carer who would like to participate in the expulsion process, it is important
to involve all of them.
If the principal needs advice and assistance on how to proceed with an expulsion in these circumstances, it is
strongly recommended that they contact the Department’s Legal Division on 9637 3146 or
legal.services@edumail.vic.gov.au
Adult students or mature minors
The law recognises that as children become older and more mature they are more capable of making their own
decisions on a wide range of issues. Students who are adults (18 years or older), or considered to be a mature
minor by the school for the purposes of expulsion issues, may request that their parent/carer not be contacted.
The principal should strongly encourage such students to have a support person. For further advice on
determining whether a student a mature minor, see: Decision Making Responsibilities for Students.

CONSIDERING HUMAN RIGHTS AND ANTI-DISCRIMINATION OBLIGATIONS
Every situation is unique and will require individual consideration of rights affected under the Charter of Human
Rights and Responsibilities Act 2006 and principal’s anti-discrimination obligations.
CHARTER OF HUMAN RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES ACT 2006
The Charter of Human Rights and Responsibilities Act 2006 (the Charter) is a Victorian law. The Charter
sets out twenty human rights (a full list is available here). Every person in Victoria has these human rights.
When the principal is making a decision about whether or not to expel a student they must consider the
Charter rights, and act compatibly with them.
The principal should consider the possible impact of the decision on any Charter rights and identify
competing interests and obligations. For example, would an expulsion be compatible with:
•
•
•
•

the right to equal and effective protection against discrimination
a child’s right to protection as is in their best interests and cultural rights
the right to privacy and reputation
any other rights that may apply.

Charter rights are not absolute and some have their own specific limitations. Under the Charter, rights may
generally be subject to reasonable limitations (for example, in some circumstances, a student’s Charter
rights may be limited if their attendance at the school poses a genuine safety or security risk to others).
The principal must consider the implications for the person, or people, affected. A decision about expulsion
may affect the rights of several people. In those cases, different rights and interests must be balanced.
If the principal is intending to take a decision or action which will limit a right under the Charter, the
Department’s Legal Division can help to assess whether the limit is reasonable and justified. Contact Legal
Division on 9637 3146 or legal.services@edumail.vic.gov.au.
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ANTI-DISCRIMINATION LEGISLATION
The rights of students with a disability are set out in the Disability Discrimination Act 1992 (Commonwealth)
and the Equal Opportunity Act 2010 (Vic). This legislation imposes a positive obligation on schools to make
‘reasonable adjustments’ for all students with disabilities to enable them to participate in their education on
the same basis as their peers without a disability.
For example, the Equal Opportunity Act 2010 provides that if a student with a disability requires
adjustments in order to participate in or derive any substantial benefit from an educational program, then
reasonable adjustments must be made unless the student could not participate in or derive any substantial
benefit from the educational program even after the adjustments are made.
The law covers all students with a disability, regardless of whether they are funded under the Program for
Students with Disabilities. The definition of disability is very wide and includes physical, intellectual, mental
and medical impairments including disorders or malfunctions that result in a person learning differently (e.g.
learning disorders).
Whether an adjustment is reasonable or not depends on many factors and it is important when considering
whether an adjustment is reasonable for principals to seek advice from the:
•

Regional Disability Coordinator (via the regional office)

•

Legal Division on 9637 3146 or legal.services@edumail.vic.gov.au.

In addition to the obligation to make reasonable adjustments for students with disabilities, there is also a
legal obligation not to directly or indirectly discriminate against a student because of a ‘protected attribute’.
These attributes include disability, race, gender identity, sex, religious belief or activity, physical features,
sexual orientation and a range of other attributes.
For assistance with assessing compliance with anti-discrimination laws, the principal can contact DET’s
Legal Division on 9637 3146 or legal.services@edumail.vic.gov.au.

PUTTING AN IMMEDIATE SUSPENSION IN PLACE IF APPROPRIATE
The principal may decide that the student should be suspended from school immediately while an expulsion is
being considered, if the student’s behaviour is such that they are putting the health, safety and wellbeing of
themselves or any other person at significant risk.
The principal must follow the suspension process set out in Ministerial Order 1125, and:
• ensure the behaviour meets the grounds for suspension
• provide the student and their parent/carer with the Notice of Suspension
• record the suspension in CASES21
• provide the student with meaningful work including developing a Student Absence Learning Plan if the
suspension extends beyond three days
• seek approval from the Regional Director if the suspension extends beyond five days.
Allocating a teacher
It is important that a student is supported to remain engaged in their education during a suspension and
throughout an expulsion process. The school should provide a student with work to support them to keep up
with their learning and academic progress.
If a suspension is likely to extend beyond five days, a teacher should be designated as a key point of contact for
the student and their family. Allocating a teacher will help to minimise disruption to the student’s education and
ensure the school meets its obligations to support a student’s progress.
Ideally, the allocated teacher will be a teacher with whom the student has a positive relationship and who is able
to support the student during the suspension and expulsion process.
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The allocated teacher should:
• coordinate the collection of appropriate and meaningful tasks for the student to complete during the
suspension
• endeavour to support the student to complete the work by maintaining high expectations and offering
encouragement
• be a point of contact if the student has any questions about the work teachers have set
• inform planning of further support for the student and/or the planning for a supported transition in the event
the student is expelled.

CONTACTING RELEVANT REGIONAL STAFF
Engaging early and collaborating with regional staff will enable principals to be supported throughout the
process, ensuring that the student is supported and that the correct expulsion process is followed.
There are a number of regional staff who can provide support to principals and families throughout the expulsion
process. These include the Regional Engagement Coordinator, Regional Approved Support Person (RASP),
Area Executive Director and their local Area teams, and the Regional Director.
Regional Engagement Coordinators
There is a Regional Engagement Coordinator in each of the Department’s regions to:
• support principals to acquit the expulsion process
• connect principals to a Regional Approved Support Person
• connect principals with local Area and regional staff who can advise on available interventions and supports
• connect students and their family with local Area and regional supports during the expulsion process and in
the event of an expulsion appeal
• support and monitor student transitions to a new setting, working with the local Area team and principal, if a
decision is made to expel a student.
Regional Approved Support Person
Each region has a number of staff nominated to act as a RASP for the purpose of an expulsion process.
A RASP’s key responsibility is to provide advice and support to the principal throughout an expulsion process,
and ensure the school and student have accessed all relevant interventions and supports. A RASP will not take
on any of the principal’s responsibilities or decision-making authority.
The principal must seek the support of a RASP to:
• ensure all available supports and interventions to support the behaviours of concern are explored
• ensure alternative disciplinary measures are considered for the student
• attend the Behaviour Support and Intervention Meeting
• assist in implementing the actions agreed at the behaviour support and intervention meeting
• ensure that the appropriate education, training and/or employment options are considered for the student.
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CONSIDERATIONS AND ACTIONS FOR VULNERABLE STUDENTS
Some cohorts of students face additional barriers to engaging in education, and it is important that additional
measures are in place to support them.
To assist schools and local Area and regional staff to work together to support vulnerable students, and to
comply with the requirements set out in Ministerial Order 1125, the principal must advise the Regional Director
if they are considering an expulsion for a student:
• in out-of-home care
• who is Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander (Koorie)
• eligible for funding under the Program for Students with Disabilities.
If the student is from overseas, the principal must notify the Department’s International Education Division.

Students in out-of-home care
Students in out-of-home care face additional barriers to engaging in education. Many of these students have
experienced trauma and multiple transitions between schools as a result of their living arrangements.
In addition to advising the Regional Director, the principal should:
• ensure the Education Support Guarantee has been delivered on, including arranging for an Educational
Needs Assessment and appointing a Learning Mentor1.
• work with the Department of Health and Human Services Care Team and Learning Mentor to understand
the impact that trauma may have on the student’s behaviours, and any underlying needs
• contact the Lookout Education Support Centre in their region for advice on available supports.

Koorie students
Some Koorie students face increased barriers to engagement in education. In addition to advising the
Regional Director, the principal can seek additional support for Koorie students through their local Area team
or Regional Engagement Coordinator.
For information on the Department’s dedicated Koorie workforce, see: Koorie Education Coordinators.
The principal should also let families know that they can contact the Victorian Aboriginal Education
Association Incorporated (VAEAI) directly for independent support on 9481 0800.
Students with a disability
For students with a disability, including those who are not funded under the Program for Students with
Disabilities, the principal should also seek support from their local Area team to consider if:
• the student’s behaviour is a symptom or manifestation of their disability
• the student could be supported to remain and positively engage at the school with appropriate
intervention and support
• reasonable adjustments have been made to support the student to participate in their education on the
same basis as their peers without a disability.

1
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Education Commitment: A Partnering Agreement between the Department of Human Services, Department of Education and Early
Childhood Development, the Catholic Education Commission of Victoria and Independent Schools Victoria (the Partnering Agreement)
commits all parties to improve the educational experience and outcomes of children and young people in out-of- home care in Victoria.
As part of the Partnering Agreement, an Education Support Guarantee for children and young people in out-of-home care has been
established and commits schools to providing an increased level of support for students in out-of-home care.

Overseas students
If the student is an overseas student, the principal must contact the Department’s International Education
Division on 9637 2990 as the decision to expel may impact on the student’s visa conditions.
This will ensure that the necessary transition arrangements and/or implications for the student’s visa can be
managed. It will also ensure that the Department complies with its obligations as a registered CRICOS
provider under Commonwealth legislation.
Next steps
If after reflecting and investigating, the principal thinks that the student can be supported to stay at the school,
they should establish or reconvene a Student Support Group. The Student Support Group can develop, review
or modify a Behaviour Support Plan and ensure appropriate interventions and support are in place to enable the
student to remain at the school.
The principal should also give consideration to any supports required for students or staff affected by another
student’s behaviour. It may also be appropriate to consider accessing conflict resolution options where there is
an ongoing conflict or tension between members of the school community.
Alternatively, the principal can proceed to convene a Behaviour Support and Intervention Meeting.
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BEHAVIOUR SUPPORT AND INTERVENTION MEETING
A Behaviour Support and Intervention Meeting must be held when an expulsion is being considered.
Expulsion should not be a pre-determined outcome of this meeting.
A Behaviour Support and Intervention Meeting provides an opportunity for the student and their parent/carer to
meet with the principal and collaboratively discuss the student’s behaviour. The meeting must be conducted as
informally as possible to encourage participation from all parties.

MEETING PURPOSE
The purpose of the Behaviour Support and Intervention Meeting is to:
• advise the student and their parent/carer that the principal is considering whether to expel the student
• ensure all available supports and interventions in response to the behaviours of concern are considered for
the student
• outline the grounds for expulsion that are being considered and the evidence to support a finding that the
student has engaged in relevant conduct
• ensure that the student and their parent/carer have the opportunity to be heard
• consider the impact of the behaviour of the student on other affected parties
• identify the future educational, training and/or employment options most suited to the student’s needs and
agree on a course of action in the event expulsion is decided.

ACTIONS PRIOR TO THE MEETING
The principal must provide a student’s parent/carer with a copy of the Information for parents and carers about
school expulsions and, if appropriate, provide the student with a copy of the Information for students about
school expulsions.
The principal must contact the student and their parent/carer to inform them of the date, time and place for the
meeting, taking reasonable steps to find a suitable time for all parties to meet.
The principal must also advise them:
• of the importance of both the student and their parent/carer attending the meeting
• that if the student's parent/carer is unable or unwilling to attend, they/or the student may nominate another
adult to attend
• of the matters to be discussed at the meeting, which will include the impact of the student’s behaviour on the
affected parties
• that support person of their choice who is not acting for fee or reward may accompany them
• that if the student and their parent/carer do not attend the behaviour support and intervention meeting, it may
proceed without them and a decision may be made without the benefit of hearing from them.
The principal must seek the support of a RASP to:
• attend the meeting, where appropriate
• ensure all available supports and interventions to support the behaviours of concern are considered for the
student
• ensure that alternative disciplinary measures are considered for the student
• ensure that the appropriate education, training and/or employment options are considered for the student
• assist in implementing the course of action agreed to at the Behaviour Support and Intervention Meeting.
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When communicating with the parent/carer and mature minors
If after reasonable attempts to accommodate a parent/carers’ needs fail, and suitable time for all parties to meet
cannot be found, it may be necessary to request that a person from the Suitable Person List be appointed to
support the student through the process. In this case, the principal must ensure that the key points discussed at
the meeting are recorded in writing and sent to the student and their parent/carer.
Students who are adults (18 years old or over) or who are considered to be a mature minor by the school for the
purposes of expulsion issues, have the right to elect that their parent/carers not attend the meeting. The
principal should strongly encourage these students to have a support person accompany them.

AT THE MEETING
The Record of Behaviour Support and Intervention Meeting template includes guidance and an agenda to assist
the principal in conducting the meeting.
During the meeting, the principal should:
• discuss grounds upon which an expulsion is being considered and present the evidence to support this
• provide the student, their parent/carer and independent support persons with an opportunity to be heard and
to provide any further context to the behaviours
• identify the needs and goals of the student and family for the student’s future
• discuss potential options for a supported transition
The principal also needs to consider:
• the impact of the student’s behaviour on other affected parties
• alternative disciplinary measures
• new interventions and supports that can be put in place to retain the student at school (expulsion is not a
predetermined outcome of this meeting).
The principal must document the key points discussed at the meeting. If the student and their parent/carer cannot
attend the meeting, the principal must send them a copy of the meeting record.

MEETING ATTENDEES AND SUPPORTS
It is important that the student has a person to support and advocate for them throughout the process. If the
student and their parent/carer do not attend the behaviour support and intervention meeting, it may proceed
without them and a decision may be made without the benefit of hearing from them.
To support the student and their parent/carer, a relevant person, support person and interpreter can also attend
the meeting if required.

Relevant Person
In some circumstances, the student’s parent/carer may be unable or unwilling to participate in the expulsion
process. In this case, they can nominate a Relevant Person to act on their behalf.
If a student or their parent/carer nominates someone to act as a Relevant Person the principal must:
• notify the adult of that nomination (a phone call or email is recommended)
• explain their duties and obligations and provide them with a copy of Information for parents and carers about
school expulsions
• ensure that the student and parent/carer complete the Relevant Person Nomination Form.
In this policy, the term parent/carer also reflects adults who are nominated to act as Relevant Person.
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Suitable Person
If the student or their parent/carer are unable to nominate a Relevant Person, a number of Departmental staff
have been trained as Suitable Persons who can act as the student’s Relevant Person for the purposes of
expulsion.
To access a Suitable Person, the principal should submit a Request to Appoint a Person from the Suitable
Person List form to the Area Executive Director.
If the student is considered a mature minor, they may choose to nominate a trusted adult or an adult from the
Suitable Person list as a Relevant Person using the same form.
Support Person
A support person can be someone a family trusts and chooses to be involved as a support throughout the
expulsion process. A support person cannot act for a fee or reward. A support person cannot act for a fee or
reward. A support person should be provided with a copy of Support Person Guide.
Students and families can access an independent support person from a community organisation. Key
community organisations include:
• Disability Advocacy Resource Unit for students with a disability (9639 5807)
• Victorian Aboriginal Education Association Incorporated. (VAEAI) for Koorie students (9481 0800).
Interpreter
The principal should organise an interpreter, including Auslan, if required.
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DECISION
In some instances it may be appropriate to expel a student who compromises the health, safety and wellbeing
of the school community, in order to protect the learning environment for all students and to continue with
effective teaching. This may be a difficult decision for a principal to balance the needs of all students in the
school community. Principals are encouraged to engage closely with the Regional Engagement Coordinator and
the local Area team to ensure the best outcome is reached.
When making a decision, the principal must properly, fairly and without bias consider all relevant matters,
including the impact of the behaviour of the student on other affected parties.
The principal must determine whether the expulsion is appropriate in light of:
• the behaviour for which the student is being expelled
• the educational needs of the student
• any disability of the student
• the age of the student
• the magnitude and impact of the student’s actions
• the residential and social circumstances of the student.
The principal must also ensure that all information or documentation provided by the student or their
parent/carer has been taken into account when making the decision. The Regional Engagement Coordinator
can provide advice to principals on documenting their expulsion decision. The RASP can support the principal to
consider the best options for the student and the school.
While the principal is making a decision, the school should continue to provide the student with work. If a
student is suspended for longer than five days, the designated teacher should provide support during this time.

TIMELINES FOR DECISION
Following the conclusion of the behaviour support and intervention meeting, the principal must notify the
student and their parent/carer of the decision to expel or not expel within the following timelines:
• where the student is 9 years or more, within 2 business days
• where the student is aged 8 or less, within 10 business days, and only once the Department Secretary’s
approval is obtained.
Students aged 8 or less
The Secretary of the Department must approve a principal’s decision to expel a student aged eight years
or less. This is because the Department recognises the critical importance of supporting very young
students to remain engaged in education.
For a student aged eight years or less, the principal should contact the Regional Engagement Coordinator
and work with them to prepare a brief to the Secretary outlining the principal’s recommendation and
seeking their approval.
The principal will be informed of the Secretary’s decision within 10 business days to enable them to notify
the student and their parent/carer within the required time period. Until the Secretary makes their decision,
the principal may not proceed with their expulsion decision.
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DECIDING NOT TO EXPEL
If the principal decides not to expel the student, the student should be supported to continue at the school. The
principal should convene a Student Support Group in collaboration with the student and their parent/carer. The
focus of this group is to put in place additional, or review existing, interventions and supports to engage the
student positively at school.
Referrals to school based, local Area, allied health and community supports should be made as appropriate.
Other reasonable adjustments to the student’s program should also be considered.
Building a working relationship with the student and parent/carer should be a priority. Depending on the
circumstances that led to the Behaviour Support and Intervention Meeting, the principal should consider seeking
support from conflict resolution services to address any unresolved issues and to restore relationships and a
positive learning environment.

DECIDING TO EXPEL
To maintain procedural fairness and transparency, principals must complete and retain thorough and detailed
documentation of their expulsion decision. This is also important as an expulsion decision can be appealed by
the student or their parent/carer on the basis that the process was not followed.
Principals must provide the student and their parent/carer with a Notice of Expulsion and a copy of the
Expulsion Appeal Form. The Notice of Expulsion must state:
• the ground/s for the expulsion
• the reason/s for the expulsion
• the date of the commencement of the expulsion
• that the student has a right to appeal the expulsion decision.
The principal must also prepare a written Expulsion Report which contains:
• a short statement of the history of the student's time at the school
• the grounds for the expulsion
• the reasons for expulsion
• any considerations in support of the expulsion including a comprehensive range of strategies which might
have been employed to date
• any considerations of the impact of behaviour of the student on other affected parties;
• any representations made by the student or their Relevant Person
• a summary of the options considered at the Behaviour Support and Intervention Meeting and why expulsion
was considered necessary
• details of the arrangements that have been made for the continuing education, training and/or employment of
the student
• recommendations on whether any further action either at the school, local, regional or system level is
required, including strategies at the school level to prevent the repeat of similar circumstances.
The Expulsion Report and a copy of the Notice of Expulsion must be provided to the Regional Director, within
1 business day of the expulsion taking effect.
The principal should retain a copy of the Expulsion Report, Notice of Expulsion and all relevant communication.
The expulsion must also be recorded in CASES21.
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SUPPORTED TRANSITION
To uphold the principle that no child will be excluded from the government school system, if a student is
expelled it is essential that a supported transition plan is promptly developed and enacted to ensure the student
remains engaged in education. In many cases, a transition to a new setting with the right support will enable the
student to thrive.
The principal, in collaboration with the local Area team and regional office, will work to identify a new setting and
implement a transition plan for the student. This plan will build on discussions and options identified at the
Behaviour Support and Intervention Meeting, reflect the needs and goals of the student and family, and consider
the student’s strengths and any insights from the school about the best educational options for the student.
Wherever possible, the transition plan will facilitate a placement in a new setting within a month.
Students of compulsory school age must be:
• enrolled at a registered school
• enrolled at a Registered Training Organisation (RTO)
• engaged with an employment agency or other organisation that provides services that support their future
employment.
Students beyond compulsory school age and their parent/carer must be provided with information about:
• other schools or RTOs that may provide suitable opportunities for the student, or
• employment agencies or other organisations that support engagement in employment.
In identifying a new setting for the student the principal, along with regional staff, should be guided by the
Department’s Transfers and Placement policies which outline students’ entitlements to enrolment and the
expectations placed on enrolling schools.
The principal must establish a Student Absence Learning Plan and ensure that the school continues to provide
the student with meaningful work until they have successfully transitioned to the identified setting. This may
need to be monitored and updated and the designated teacher should offer support, as required.
The Regional Engagement Coordinator will follow up with the new setting at the one and six months points and
refer the case to the local area team if additional support is required.
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APPEALS
In keeping with principles of procedural fairness and natural justice, a decision to expel a student from a
Victorian government school can be appealed by the student or their parent/carer. This provides an opportunity
to test the rare but sometimes necessary decision to expel a student.
Principals must provide the student and their parent/carer with copy of the Expulsion Appeal Form for their
consideration.
An expulsion can be appealed on the following grounds:
• a student has a history of behavioural issues, and there is insufficient evidence of prior interventions
designed to address the behaviour and support the student
• the grounds on which the student was expelled are considered unfair
• the expulsion process was not followed by the principal
• other extenuating circumstances.
Principals are encouraged to use the Expulsion Appeal Process and Principal Expulsion Checklist which reflects
the requirements of Ministerial Order 1125. This document will assist principals in understanding and acquitting
each step of the appeal process.

APPEAL LODGEMENT
If a student or their parent/carer chooses to appeal the principal’s expulsion decision, they must complete the
Expulsion Appeal Form and provide it to the principal within 10 business days of receiving the Notice of
Expulsion.
Appeals lodged after 10 business days will only be considered in extenuating circumstances. The principal must
still forward late appeals to the Area Executive Director who will make an assessment on a case by case basis.
The principal must provide the Area Executive Director within 1 business day of receiving the appeal
(including appeals received after 10 business days) with a copy of:
• Notice of Expulsion
• Expulsion Report (and the Record of Behaviour Support and Intervention Meeting)
• Expulsion Appeal Form.
The principal should contact the Regional Engagement Coordinator to advise that an appeal has been lodged.
They will continue to support the student and their parent/carer during the appeal process.

REVIEW PROCESS
Only the Secretary or their delegate (usually the Area Executive Director) has the authority to decide on an
expulsion appeal. The Area Executive Director will assess whether an Expulsion Review Panel is required and
convene one where useful to make a recommendation to them on whether to uphold or overturn an expulsion
decision.
The Expulsion Review Panel is comprised of three members:
• a departmental representative selected by the Secretary or their delegate (usually the Area Executive
Director)
• an independent member from a pool of nominated staff from the Department of Health and Human Services,
selected by the Regional Director
• a RASP selected by the principal.
The RASP on an Expulsion Review Panel cannot be the same person who has been engaged in the expulsion
process to date and attended the Behaviour Support and Intervention Meeting.
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The Expulsion Review Panel will consider the documentation provided and must provide an opportunity to hear
from the student and affected parties:
• the student and their parent/carer will explain their reasons for appealing the expulsion decision – this can be
done in person or via phone, engaging interpreters where required
• the principal will be provided with an opportunity to be heard, either in person or by some other means
considered appropriate by the Panel
• the Panel will give consideration to the safety and wellbeing of affected parties, including where an expulsion
decision may be overturned, where relevant to the grounds of the appeal.
The Expulsion Review Panel will deliberate and prepare a report for the decision maker (usually the Area
Executive Director) outlining the relevant facts and considerations, and making a recommendation in relation to
the appeal within 1 business day of the conclusion of the Panel meeting.

APPEAL DECISION
The Area Executive Director will consider the panel's recommendation to uphold or overturn the expulsion, but
they are not bound to follow the recommendation.
The Area Executive Director must use their best endeavours to make a decision within 15 business days of
receiving the Expulsion Appeal Form from the principal.
The Area Executive Director will contact the student and their parent/carer within 2 business days of a
decision being reached to communicate the decision made. They must also provide the principal, student and
their parent/carer with written notification of their decision and a copy of the Expulsion Review Panel Report.
Decision to uphold the expulsion
It is essential that a supported transition plan is promptly developed and enacted to ensure the student remains
engaged in education. Refer to the section of this policy on supported transition for further advice.
Decision to overturn the expulsion
If the decision is made to overturn the expulsion, the principal must take the following actions as soon as
possible:
• re-enrol the student in the school (where this is still the preference of the student and their parent/carer)
under a Return to School Plan developed with the student, parent/carer and student’s teacher/s
• remove record of the expulsion from the student’s permanent record and CASES21
• notify the student and their parent/carer in writing that their record has been amended.
To ensure the student and whole school community is appropriately supported, the principal should work closely
with the local Area Team to plan the student’s return to school. This can include convening a Student Support
Group and implementing a Behaviour Support Plan for the student. The focus of the Student Support Group
should be to collaborate with the parent/carer and student and put in place or review relevant interventions and
support to engage the student positively at school.
The principal should also give consideration to any supports required for students or staff affected by the
student’s behaviour. It may also be appropriate to consider accessing conflict resolution supports where there is
an ongoing conflict or tension between members of the school community. The principal can seek advice and
support on conflict resolution options from their local Area team or the Central Complaints Team.
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REFERRING AN OVERTURNED EXPULSION TO THE STUDENT SAFETY AND WELLBEING
EXPERT PANEL
In rare cases, a principal may hold ongoing concerns for the safety of students at the school where an expulsion
decision is overturned and the student plans to return to the school. In these circumstances, the principal may
refer the case to a Student Safety and Wellbeing Expert Panel (Expert Panel) to consider the matter with regard
to student safety, in order to provide a recommendation(s) to the Secretary, as a delegate of the Minister, about
the student’s future at the school and advise how best to support their ongoing engagement in education.
This step is designed to ensure that the best outcome for all students in the school community is reached, and
can only be pursued where the principal reasonably believes that returning the student to the school poses a
risk to the safety of other students at the school that cannot be managed, including with additional support.
Principals are encouraged to discuss their views and concerns with the Area Executive Director or a senior
regional staff member in determining whether to refer a matter to an Expert Panel. This is an opportunity for the
principal, local Area team and regional office to work closely together to collectively identify all available
supports and interventions to mitigate safety concerns and support the student’s successful transition back to
school and ongoing educational engagement.
If, after these discussions, the principal believes the safety risks cannot be managed or mitigated, they should
inform the Area Executive Director of their intent to refer the case to an Expert Panel. The principal must provide
the Area Executive Director with a completed and signed Referral Form within 1 business day of being
informed that the expulsion is overturned. This is to ensure the Area Executive Director is aware of the
principal’s decision prior to informing the student and their parent/carer of the outcome of the expulsion appeal
process, which must occur within 2 business days.
An Expert Panel will be convened by members appointed on behalf of the Secretary to consider the matter and
to make a recommendation(s) relating to the student’s continued enrolment at the school, in accordance with
section 2.2.17 of the Education and Training Reform Act 2006, with specific regard to the safety of the student
or other students at the school.
The Secretary will make a decision, in a timely manner, having regard to the advice and recommendation(s) of
an Expert Panel as to whether to refuse the student’s continued enrolment at the school in the interests of
ensuring the safety of all students at the school. The Secretary may also give consideration to any other
comments made by an Expert Panel.
In the instance that an overturned expulsion is referred to an Expert Panel, the student’s re-enrolment in the
school will be deferred while an Expert Panel is considering the matter. It is essential that the student remains
supported throughout this process. The school, including the teacher designated to support the student
throughout the expulsion process, should continue to provide appropriate and meaningful work to support their
ongoing education. The student’s Student Absence Learning Plan should be updated, if required.
The Department’s local area and regional teams will work closely with the school, student(s) and their family
during this period, including considering any further actions required to support the student’s continued learning.
The principal, student and their parent/carer will be informed of the outcome of an Expert Panel process. The
local Area team and regional office will work closely with all involved to ensure they are appropriately supported
and the actions arising from an Expert Panel process are implemented.
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EXPULSION POLICY OVERVIEW
Under legislation, the expulsion of a Victorian government school student can only be considered when a student’s behaviour is of such magnitude that, having regard to the
need to maintain health, safety and wellbeing of other students and staff, and the need to maintain an effective education program, expulsion is the only available mechanism.

Interventions and
Supports
Intervening early to address
underlying factors and
triggers for concerning
behaviour is key to supporting
children and young people to
be happy, connected and
engaged in education.
Successful interventions
require an understanding of
why a student may be behaving
in a particular way (e.g.
learning difficulties, trauma,
mental health, disability or
factors within the learning
environment)
Wherever possible,
interventions and supports
should be implemented in
response to concerning
behaviours before an expulsion
is considered

Reflect and Investigate
Following an incident(s),
where a principal considers
expulsion to be the only option
they must:
• contact the parent/carer and
the Department’s local Area
Team to discuss the
incident(s) and next steps
• determine if incident(s) meet
at least one of the seven
grounds for expulsion* and is
of a magnitude that an
expulsion is seen as the only
available mechanism
• undertake and document a
thorough investigation to
establish the context and
details of the student’s
behaviour and its impact on
other affected parties

Schools can draw on a range of
supports for vulnerable
students with complex needs,
including through the
Department’s local Area team

• ensure that wherever
possible, the underlying
factors and triggers for
behaviour/s have been
identified and available
interventions and supports
have been mobilised

Where there is conflict or
damaged relationships, schools
may also engage with dispute
resolution services to address
conflicts

• give proper consideration to
any rights affected under
Charter of Human Rights &
Responsibilities Act 2006 and
anti-discrimination obligations

In many instances, concerns
may be addressed with the
school, family and local
services via a Student Support
Group and through the
development of a Behaviour
Support Plan.

• If upon reflection, expulsion is
no longer under
consideration, refer back to
interventions and supports

*
★
✚

Behaviour Support and
Intervention Meeting
If the principal is still
considering an expulsion, they
must convene a Behaviour
Support and Intervention
Meeting with:
• the student and their
parent/carer★
• the principal and relevant
school and support staff
• a Regional Approved Support
Person (RASP)
• an interpreter (if required)
Expulsion is not a predetermined outcome of this
meeting.
Parents and carers must also be
provided with a copy of
Information for Parents and
Carers about School Expulsions
prior to the meeting.
The student and their
parents/carers will be provided
with an opportunity to:
• hear grounds on which an
expulsion is being considered
and provide any further
relevant context
• understand the impact on
other affected parties
• discuss opportunities for
further interventions and
supports to enable the
student to remain at school
• work with the school to
consider possible supported
transition options in the event
that an expulsion is a likely
outcome

Decision
Following the meeting, the principal
must objectively consider all the
relevant information to determine
whether:
• the student can be supported to
remain at the school
• to expel the student and support
them to transition to a new setting
If a decision is made to expel the
student the principal must notify:
• the student and their parent/carer
within 2 business days✚ of the
conclusion of the Behaviour Support
and Intervention Meeting via a
Notice of Expulsion
For students aged 8 or less:
•

Department Secretary must
approve the principal’s expulsion
decision before proceeding

•

the principal should contact the
Regional Engagement Coordinator
and work with them to prepare a
brief to the Secretary outlining the
principal’s recommendation and
seeking their approval

•

the principal must notify the
student and their parent/carer of
the outcome within 10 business
days of the conclusion of the
Behaviour Support and
Intervention Meeting

A decision to expel a student can be
appealed by a student or their
parent/carer. This right is reflected in
Ministerial Order 1125 and is
communicated to parents in the
Notice of Expulsion and Information
for Parents and Carers about School
Expulsions

Processes for expulsions are set out in Ministerial Order 1125 – Procedures for Suspension and Expulsion of Students in Government Schools
Where a parent/carer is unable or unwilling to participate in the expulsion process, another relevant person may be selected. Details on who can act as a relevant person are set out in
Ministerial Order 1125 - see also Identifying a Relevant Person
Business days means Monday to Friday excluding public holidays in Victoria

Support the student to remain
at the school
If a decision is made not to expel the
student the Student Support Group
can be convened to consider
interventions and supports to enable
the student to positively engage at
school, and address any concerning
behaviours and underlying factors and
triggers. Referrals to regional, allied
health and community supports should
be made as appropriate.

OR
Support the student to
transition to a new setting
If a decision is made to expel the
student:
• a supported transition will ensure the
student remains engaged in
education, upholding the principle
that no child be excluded from
Victorian government schools
• the principal, in collaboration with
the local Area team and Regional
Engagement Coordinator will work
with the student and parents/carers
to identify and transition to a new
setting (school, Registered Training
Organisation, or employment agency)
and implement a transition plan
• placement will occur within one
month wherever possible. The
Regional Engagement Coordinator
will follow up with the new setting at
the one and six month points and
refer the case to the local area team
if additional support is required.
• the principal will continue to provide
the student with meaningful work
until the student has transitioned to a
new setting

Grounds for Expulsion
A principal may expel a student from the
school if, whilst attending school, travelling to
and from school or engaging in any school
related activity away from school (including
when travelling to or from that activity):
1. behaves in such a way as to pose a
danger, whether actual, perceived or
threatened, to the health, safety or
wellbeing of any person
2. causes significant damage to or
destruction of property
3. commits or attempts to commit or is
knowingly involved in the theft of
property
4. possesses, uses or sells or deliberately
assists another person to possess, use or
sell illicit substances or weapons
5. fails to comply with any clear and
reasonable instruction of a staff member
so as to pose a danger, whether actual,
perceived or threatened, to the health,
safety or wellbeing of any person
6. consistently engages in behaviour that
vilifies, defames, degrades or humiliates
another person based on age;
breastfeeding; gender; identity;
impairment; industrial activity; lawful
sexual activity; marital status;
parent/carer status or status as a carer;
physical features; political belief or
activity; pregnancy; race; religious belief
or activity; sex; sexual orientation;
personal association (whether as a
relative or otherwise) with a person who
is identified by reference to any of the
above attributes.
7. consistently behaves in an unproductive
manner that interferes with the
wellbeing, safety or educational
opportunities of any other student.
And the student's behaviour is of such
magnitude that, having regard to the need of
the student to receive an education
compared to the need to maintain the health,
safety and wellbeing of other students and
staff at the school and the need to maintain
the effectiveness of the school's educational
programs, expulsion is the only available
mechanism.

INFORMATION FOR STUDENTS ABOUT SCHOOL EXPULSIONS
This factsheet gives you, as a Victorian government school student, facts about the school expulsion process,
information about your rights and how to get support.

Why might my principal be thinking of expelling me?
Schools work hard to ensure that every student is
supported to remain engaged in education, so that
they reach their potential regardless of background or
circumstance.
However, if your behaviour has impacted on the
safety of others, and if your school has tried to provide
you with support but it hasn’t improved your
behaviour, your principal might consider an expulsion
and supported transition to a new education setting.

What is a Behaviour Support and Intervention
Meeting?
The principal must hold a meeting before
making a decision about whether to expel you.
This meeting is called the Behaviour Support
and Intervention Meeting. It allows you and your
parent/carer to:
•

hear why an expulsion is being considered

•

make sure the school is providing you with
the support you need

There are rules about when and how expulsions can
happen. You can only be expelled if:

•

tell the school what happened in your own
words and why you behaved in this way

• the consequences of your behaviour are really
serious, and expelling you is considered the only
option to protect other students and staff, and the
school’s ability to teach other students

•

understand the impact of your behaviour on
others

•

discuss next steps (including support to stay
at the school or a possible transition to
another school or setting).

• the behaviour occurred when you were at, or
travelling to or from school or a school activity
• your behaviour meets one or more grounds for
expulsion (details on the back page).
The rules and grounds for expulsion are listed in
Ministerial Order 1125 – Procedures for Suspension
and Expulsion of Students in Government Schools.

What will happen if my principal is considering
expelling me?

It is important to remember that expulsion is not
a pre-determined outcome of this meeting.

Who will be invited to attend the Behaviour
Support and Intervention Meeting?
•

You

•

Your parents/carers

Your principal will:

•

• thoroughly and fairly investigate (find out what
happened)

The principal and one or two school staff
members

•

A Regional Approved Support Person (who is
from the Department and can provide an
independent view and advice)

• invite you and your parent/carer to attend a meeting
called the Behaviour Support and Intervention
Meeting
• make a decision for you to stay at the school or to
expel you
• work with you and your parent/carer to:
o support you to stay at the school, and help you
with your behaviour and other issues that might
be impacting you OR
o support a positive transition to a new school or
setting.
For more information about this process, type
‘expulsion’ into the search bar at
www.education.vic.gov.au.

You or your parents or carer can request an
interpreter.
You are also able to bring an independent
support person (more details on the back page).
If you are 18 years or over, or if you are
considered mature enough, you can request to
represent yourself and choose your own support
person.
If your parents/carers can not attend the
meeting they can nominate another trusted adult
to act in their place.

My rights
DECISIONS AND APPEALS
How long will the principal take to make a decision?

What are my rights?

The principal must let you know
their decision within two business days*
of the meeting. You are likely to be suspended
from school during this time. It is important that you
continue your education.

Your right to education is set out in law.

Your school will provide you with work so you can
keep up with your learning. If your suspension is
likely to be for longer than a week, a teacher will be
allocated to support you during your suspension.
You or your parent/carer can contact the school if
this hasn’t happened.

What happens if the principal decides not to expel
me?
You will be supported in a range of ways to
continue at your school. Before you return to
school, it is likely that the school will invite you and
your parent/carer to attend a Student Support
Group. This meeting is an opportunity to come
together with school staff to plan ways to help you
return to school, and make sure you have the
supports in place to allow you to succeed.

What happens if the principal decides to expel me?
You will be given a Notice of Expulsion
and an Expulsion Appeal Form by the principal.
The Notice of Expulsion describes the reasons why
you are being expelled.
The principal, with local Area team and Regional
Engagement Coordinator, will contact you to
discuss and implement a Transition Plan to a new
setting. They will work with you and your family to
understand your skills and aspirations and
coordinate supports.
Where possible they will support you to start at
your new school or setting within four weeks of the
decision. It is important that you are involved in
these conversations to find a school or educational
setting that is right for you.
Some of the things you can talk about are:
•

what your interests are

•

what you like about school

•

how you like to learn

•

your aspirations for the future.

When expulsion is being considered, you have
the right to be heard. The Behaviour Support
and Intervention Meeting gives you the chance
to explain things from your perspective.
You also have the right not to be discriminated
against. This is set out in the Charter of Human
Rights and Responsibilities Act 2006.

If the principal decides to expel me, can I
appeal their decision?
If the principal decides to expel you,
you have the right to appeal the decision.
You or your parent/carer must provide the
principal with a completed and signed
Expulsion Appeal Form within 10 business
days of receiving the Notice of Expulsion
Your appeal will go to the Regional Director or
Area Executive Director (who works for the
Department of Education and Training) for their
consideration. They may arrange a meeting to
consider your appeal.
You and your parent/carer will be invited to
discuss your reasons for the appeal. You can
also bring a support person to the Expulsion
Review Panel meeting.
More information is available in the Expulsion
Appeal Form.

* A business day is a working day of the
week. These are the days between and
including Monday to Friday and do not include
public holidays or weekends.

REPRESENTATION AND SUPPORT PEOPLE
Who is a support person?

Where can I go for more support?

It is important that you have
someone to support you and help advocate for
you throughout the process, particularly at the
Behaviour Support and Intervention Meeting.

Throughout the expulsion process
you, or your parent/carer can ask to speak to your
Regional Engagement Coordinator. They are experts
in the process. You can contact them by calling 9637
2000 and telling them your suburb/town.

If your parent/carer is not available to attend,
another adult can support you, or you/your
parent/carer can talk to the Department about
accessing a Support Person. Call 9637 2000, tell
them your suburb and ask for your Regional
Engagement Coordinator.

You might also want to talk to someone about how
you are feeling. You can speak to your school or a
trusted adult. You can also make an appointment to
see your doctor and/or contact:
•

You can also access a support person from a
community organisation if you wish.

Kids Helpline on 1800 55 1800 (24 hours a day,
7 days a week or web counselling)

•

eheadspace via eheadspace.org.au or on 1800
650 890.

A support person can help you (and your
parent/carer) to:
• understand what is happening
• understand your rights
• be heard at meetings
• think about, and communicate what you want
to happen
• lodge an appeal.

I have a disability, what additional supports are
available?

Grounds for expulsion
Expulsion can only be a consequence of your behaviour if it
is so serious that, when the principal considers the need to
maintain the school community’s health, safety, wellbeing
and the effectiveness of the education program, expulsion is
considered to be the only option.
The behaviour must have occurred while you were attending or
travelling to or from: school or any school related activity.
Additionally, you can only be expelled from a Victorian
government school if you:
1. Behave in such a way as to pose a danger, whether actual,
perceived or threatened, to the health, safety or wellbeing of
any person.

You or your parent/carer can talk to the:

2. Cause significant damage to or destruction of property.

•

Regional Engagement Coordinator
(call 9637 2000 and say your suburb)

3. Commit or attempts to commit or is knowingly involved in the
theft of property.

•

Disability Advocacy Resource Unit (DARU) for
independent support on 9639 5807

4. Possess, use or sell or deliberately assist another person to
possess, use or sell illicit substances or weapons.

I am Koorie, what additional supports are
available?
You or your parent/carer can contact:
•

your school or Regional Engagement
Coordinator (call 9637 2000, tell them your
suburb and ask for your Regional
Engagement Coordinator)

•

Victorian Aboriginal Education Association
Incorporated. (VAEAI) for independent
support on 9481 0800

5. Fail to comply with any clear and reasonable instruction of a
staff member so as to pose a danger, whether actual,
perceived or threatened, to the health, safety or wellbeing of
any person.
6. Consistently engage in behaviour that vilifies, defames,
degrades or humiliates another person based on age;
breastfeeding; gender; identity; impairment; industrial activity;
lawful sexual activity; marital status; parent/carer status or
status as a carer; physical features; political belief or activity;
pregnancy; race; religious belief or activity; sex; sexual
orientation; personal association (whether as a relative or
otherwise) with a person who is identified by reference to any
of the above attributes.
7. Consistently behaves in an unproductive manner that
interferes with the wellbeing, safety or educational
opportunities of any other student.

INFORMATION FOR PARENTS AND CARERS ABOUT SCHOOL EXPULSIONS
This document contains information about:
• government school expulsions and what will happen
if the principal is considering expelling your child
• a Behaviour Support and Intervention Meeting at
your child’s school, which must take place before
the principal makes their decision about whether to
expel your child. You are encouraged to attend

BEHAVIOUR SUPPORT AND INTERVENTION
MEETING
The principal must hold a Behaviour Support and
Intervention Meeting before making a decision about
whether to expel your child. This meeting provides you
and your child with an opportunity to:
•

• bringing a support person to attend the meeting with
you if you wish

hear why an expulsion is being considered and the
evidence to support this

•

respond to this evidence and be heard

• the timelines for appealing the decision to expel

•

provide any further information that will assist the
principal in their decision making

•

discuss supports for your child to remain at the
school or suitable future education, training and/or
employment options for a supported transition if a
decision is made to expel.

• supports available for you and your child.

WHEN AN EXPULSION IS BEING
CONSIDERED
Every child and young person deserves an education
and has a legal right to attend a Victorian government
school. Upholding this right and ensuring the safety and
wellbeing of all students are top priorities in the
Victorian government education system.
On rare occasions, a student’s behaviour may
compromise the health, safety and wellbeing of other
students and staff at the school. Where a behavioural
incident is of such magnitude that an expulsion is
considered by the school principal, a transparent, fair
and supportive process must be in place.
For expulsion to be considered, an incident must meet
one or more of the seven grounds for expulsion set out
in Ministerial Order No. 1125 – Procedures for
Suspension and Expulsion of Students in Government
Schools, and must have occurred while your child was
at school, travelling to or from school or attending a
school related activity.
The principal will:
•

thoroughly and fairly investigate the circumstances

•

invite you and your child to attend a Behaviour
Support and Intervention Meeting

•

consider all of the information available and make
a decision about whether expulsion is considered
to be the only available option.

Expulsion is not a pre-determined outcome of this
meeting.

The meeting will include:
•

you and your child

•

the principal and relevant members of staff who have
or have had a role in supporting your child

•

a Regional Approved Support Person (an employee
of the Department who is experienced in student
wellbeing).

You are able to bring a support person – it is important
that you and your child feel well supported and able to
fully participate in the meeting. This person cannot be paid
or rewarded by you for their time.
The school can also organise an interpreter if required.

If you are unable to participate in the meeting:
It is very important that your child has somebody to
advocate and provide support for them at this meeting.
If you can’t participate for any reason, you can nominate
another trusted adult to take your place (you will need to
complete a Relevant Person Nomination Form, available
here or from the school).
Alternatively, you can talk to the school about engaging
an independent support person from the Department.
This person is an employee of the Department and has
no affiliation with the school (sometimes schools refer to
them as a ‘relevant person’ or a ‘suitable person’). They
will have received special training and will advocate on
behalf of your child and their best interests.
This person can attend the meeting on your behalf and
may also be accompanied by a support person of your
choice.

REPRESENTATION AND SUPPORT PEOPLE
BRINGING A SUPPORT PERSON

KOORIE STUDENTS AND FAMILIES

A support person can be anyone the family trusts to
act in the child’s best interests and who may speak on
their behalf. They can be involved in supporting the
student and family before, during and after the
expulsion process. The support person cannot act for
fee or reward.

There is a dedicated Koorie workforce who provide
information and support to Koorie students and
families. You can contact your school or Regional
Engagement Coordinator for more information.

If your child has a disability, or you have specific
cultural/religious needs, you may like to seek the
support of a person or organisation with the relevant
experience and expertise.
The role of a support person:
This person can provide a range of support, including:
•

attending the Behaviour Support and Intervention
Meeting with you (or the person you nominate to
represent you if you can’t attend) to support you

Families can also contact the Victorian Aboriginal
Education Association Incorporated (VAEAI) for
independent support via www.vaeai.org.au or on
9481 0800.

STUDENTS WITH A DISABILITY
Support is available for families of children with a
disability. You can contact your school or
Regional Engagement Coordinator for more
information about Departmental supports.
You can also contact the Disability Advocacy
Resource Unit for independent support via
www.daru.org.au or on 9639 5807.

•

explaining the expulsion process and helping to
ensure you and your child understand

•

informing you about your child’s rights, and your
own rights as a parent or carer

•

ensuring the school follows the legislated process
and gives proper consideration to the Charter of
Human Rights and Responsibilities Act 2006

•

listening to your concerns and questions; offering
support

•

helping you think about and explain the outcome
you and your child would like

If your child is 18 years of age or older they can
represent themselves throughout an expulsion
process if they choose to. With their consent you
can still support them and attend relevant
meetings.

•

helping you to prepare for the meeting and
ensure you and your child have an opportunity to
be heard

The school will strongly encourage your child to
have a parent, carer, support person or
independent person to provide them with support.

•

helping you and your child consider the next
steps if a decision is made to expel your child

•

making sure you have the right paperwork (e.g. a
Notice of Expulsion or a Student Absence
Learning Plan)

•

supporting you through any subsequent appeals
process

•

supporting your child’s transition to a new setting
if required.

The support person is not there to:
• make a decision for you
• act on behalf of the school or the Department.
For more information, refer to the Support Person
Guide.

OLDER CHILDREN – ADULTS AND
‘MATURE MINORS’

The law recognises that as children become older
and more mature, they are more capable of
making their own decisions. If your child asks to
represent themselves during the expulsion
process, the principal will need to determine if
they are capable of participating in the process
without an adult and making their own decisions (if
they can be considered a mature minor). In this
circumstance you can contact your principal or
Regional Engagement Coordinator for further
information.

SUPPORT FOR YOUR CHILD
REGIONAL SUPPORTS

SUPPORTING YOUR CHILD

The Department delivers supports through four regional
offices. You can ask to speak to a Regional
Engagement Coordinator about support for yourself and
your child throughout the expulsion process. Contact
your local regional office for more information.

There may be signs that your child needs some
additional support. These signs can include:
• excessive sleep, being unable to get to sleep or
finding it difficult to get up
• use of/or increasing use of drugs or alcohol
• changes in mood, beyond what could be considered
reasonable in the circumstances
• acting out, extreme anger or excessive crying
• taking less care with appearance
• withdrawing from friends, family and other networks
• a loss of interest in usual activities.

Additional supports:
North Western Victoria Region:

9488 9488

If you are worried about your child, you should seek help
from:

North Eastern Victoria Region:

1300 333 231

•

South Eastern Victoria Region:

8765 5600

South Western Victoria Region:

1300 333 232

your GP, who can assist with a referral to mental
health professional such as a psychologist and
arrange for Medicare rebates

•

Parentline on 13 22 89 (8am to midnight, seven
days a week, every day of the year, including public
holidays)

•

your local council. Ask for a list of local service
providers (most councils operate youth counselling
and pathways support).

INTERVENTIONS AND SUPPORTS
As a parent or carer you are likely to have critical
information about your child and what may trigger
certain behaviours. This information may help to
shape the school’s response and help to prevent
issues from escalating.
If you are concerned about your child’s behaviour
and any contributing issues you can contact the
school and seek support for your child.
Prior to considering an expulsion and throughout the
process, there are a range of interventions and
supports that your child’s school may explore and
implement, such as a Student Support Group,
Behaviour Support Plan, dispute resolution, in-school
supports and access to allied health professionals.
You can talk to your child’s school about these
supports and interventions.

If your child needs to talk to someone, you can
encourage them to contact:
•

Kids Helpline on 1800 55 1800 (24 hours a day, 7
days a week or web counselling), or

•

eheadspace on 1800 650 890 or via
eheadspace.org.au

For more information on mental health:
• Kids Matter - www.kidsmatter.edu.au
• Youth Beyond Blue - www.youthbeyondblue.com.au
• Headspace - www.headspace.org.au
• Raising Children Network www.raisingchildren.net.au

DECISIONS AND APPEALS
TIMELINES AND DECISION MAKING

APPEALING A DECISION

The principal must communicate their decision about
whether to expel your child within two business days of
the Behaviour Support and Intervention Meeting.

You have a right to appeal a decision to expel your child.
An Expulsion Appeals Form and further information is
included in the Notice of Expulsion which the principal will
provide to you. You must provide the principal with a
completed and signed Expulsion Appeal Form within 10
business days of receiving the Notice of Expulsion. An
expulsion can be appealed on the following grounds:

The Secretary of the Department of Education and
Training must provide approval to expel students aged 8
or less. This is because the Department recognises how
important it is for very young students to remain engaged
in education. A final decision will be provided within 10
business days of the Behaviour Support and
Intervention Meeting, to give the Secretary time to
consider your child’s case.
While the principal is making a decision:
It is important that your child is supported to remain
engaged in their education while an expulsion is being
considered.
While a decision is being made, your child may receive a
suspension. The school will provide your child with work
so they can keep up with their learning and academic
progress. If the suspension is likely to be for longer than a
week, a teacher should be allocated to provide support
during the suspension. You can contact the school if this
hasn’t happened.
If a decision is made not to expel my child:
Your child will be supported in a range of ways to
continue at their school.
It is likely that the school will invite you to attend a
Student Support Group. This will provide an opportunity
to collaborate with school staff to develop or update a
Behaviour Support Plan for your child, and determine
other appropriate interventions. Allied health
professionals (e.g. psychologists) or any other
professionals who have been involved in supporting your
child may provide input.
If a decision is made to expel my child:
You will receive a Notice of Expulsion from the principal.
This notice will outline the reasons for the expulsion and
your right to appeal the decision.
The principal, with the local Area team and the Regional
Engagement, will contact you to discuss and implement a
Transition Plan. They will work with you and your child to
understand their skills and aspirations and coordinate
supports.

• there have not been significant prior intervention and
strategies utilised prior to the decision to expel where
the student has a history of behavioural issues
• the grounds on which the student was expelled are
considered unfair
• the expulsion process was not followed by the principal
• there are other extenuating circumstances.
Your appeal will go to the Area Executive Director for
consideration. They may convene a panel to consider your
appeal. You and your child will be invited to attend a
meeting of the panel and outline your reasons for the
appeal. You can also bring a support person to the review
panel.

GROUNDS FOR EXPULSION
A student’s behaviour must meet one or more of the
following grounds:
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.

6.

Support will be provided to you and your child during the
transition to ensure that a suitable place is available at
another Victorian government school or other setting. A
successful transition will be made as soon as possible.
Your child will also be provided with a Student Absence
Learning Plan, which includes school work to ensure your
child continues their education during this time.
If you require additional assistance please contact the
Regional Engagement Coordinator who will notify the
relevant Area team staff. The Area team will follow up with
you to provide the necessary support

7.

behaves in such a way as to pose a danger,
whether actual, perceived or threatened, to the
health, safety or wellbeing of any person
causes significant damage to or destruction of
property
commits or attempts to commit or is knowingly
involved in the theft of property
possesses, uses or sells or deliberately assists
another person to possess, use or sell illicit
substances or weapons
fails to comply with any clear and reasonable
instruction of a staff member so as to pose a
danger, whether actual, perceived or
threatened, to the health, safety or wellbeing of
any person
consistently engages in behaviour that vilifies,
defames, degrades or humiliates another
person based on age; breastfeeding; gender;
identity; impairment; industrial activity; lawful
sexual activity; marital status; parent/carer
status or status as a carer; physical features;
political belief or activity; pregnancy; race;
religious belief or activity; sex; sexual
orientation; personal association (whether as a
relative or otherwise) with a person who is
identified by reference to any of the above
attributes
consistently behaves in an unproductive manner
that interferes with the wellbeing, safety or
educational opportunities of any other student

SUPPORT PERSON GUIDE
This information and checklist is to guide a support person in their role supporting students during an expulsion process.

A support person can be anyone a family trusts to act in
the child or young person’s best interests and who may
speak on their behalf. They can be involved in supporting
the student and family before, during and after the
expulsion process to aid the student’s positive
engagement at school. A support person cannot act for
fee or reward.
A support person can also be accessed through the
Department of Education and Training or from a
community organisation.

ROLE OF THE SUPPORT PERSON
This person can provide a range of support or advocate
for the student and/or their parent/carer, including:
• attending the behaviour support and intervention
meeting
• explaining the expulsion process and helping to
ensure student and parent/carer understand

EXPULSION PROCESS
Processes for expulsions in Victorian government
schools are enshrined in Ministerial Order 1125 –
Procedures for Suspension and Expulsion of
Students in Government Schools, and set out
within the Department’s Expulsion Policy.
Expulsion is only used as a last resort. On rare
occasions, a student’s behaviour may
compromise the health, safety and wellbeing of
other students and staff at the school. Where a
behavioural incident is of such magnitude that an
expulsion is considered by the school principal, a
transparent, fair and supportive process must be
in place. Appropriate checks and balances at
each stage is essential.
Students and their parent/carer can appeal an
expulsion on a number of grounds. This right is
reflected in Ministerial Order 1125.

• informing the student about their rights
• ensuring the school follows the legislated process and
gives proper consideration to the Charter of Human
Rights and Responsibilities Act 2006

BEHAVIOUR SUPPORT AND
INTERVENTION MEETING

• listening to concerns and questions; offering support

If a principal is considering expulsion, they must
contact the student’s parent/carer* and invite
them and their child to a behaviour support and
intervention meeting. Expulsion is not a predetermined outcome of this meeting. This
meeting provides the parent/carer and student
with an opportunity to:

• explaining the outcome preferred by the student
• ensuring an opportunity to be heard
• helping to consider the next steps if a decision is
made to expel the student
• ensuring the right paperwork is received (e.g. a Notice
of Expulsion or a Student Absence Learning Plan)
• supporting the student through any subsequent
appeals process
• supporting the student’s transition to a new setting if
required.

• hear grounds on which an expulsion is being
considered and to respond and be heard
• provide any further context to the behaviour/s
• discuss next steps and supports
This meeting will also be attended by the:

A SUPPORT PERSON IS NOT THERE TO
• make a decision for the child or young person
• act on behalf of the school or the Department.

*

• Principal and member/s of staff who have
worked with the child or young person
• Regional Approved Support Person (an
employee of the Department of Education and
Training who can provide advice on supports).

Where a parent/carer is unable or unwilling to participate in the expulsion process, another relevant person may be selected. Details on who
can act as a relevant person are set out in the Ministerial Order 1125 – also see Identifying a Relevant Person. Where a student is over the age
of 18 or considered a mature minor, they may decide to represent themselves throughout the expulsion process and/or may directly engage
with an advocate.

SUPPORT PERSON CHECKLIST
During the Behaviour Support and Intervention Meeting
❑ Be familiar with the expulsion process so you can explain how it works and what support is
available to the parent/carer and student

❑ Be familiar with grounds for expulsion outlined in Ministerial Order 1125
❑ Understand the reason(s) for why the Behaviour Support and Intervention Meeting has been called
❑ Gather any relevant information about the student that needs to be shared and/or discussed at the
Behaviour Support and Intervention Meeting

❑ Listen to the student’s and parent/carer’s concerns and offer support
❑ Explain the purpose of the Behaviour Support and Intervention Meeting, who will be there and why
they will be attending
❑ Help the student and parent/carer consider and outline the outcome they want

After the Behaviour Support and Intervention Meeting
❑ Discuss the meeting and help the student and parent/carer consider the next steps
❑ Check that the student and parent/carer are provided with the right paperwork and factsheets

❑ Explain the role and supports offered by the Regional Engagement Coordinator and other
departmental supports such as local Area teams
❑ Provide support at any subsequent meetings, including those at a new setting
❑ Provide support at any subsequent appeal of an expulsion decision
❑ Follow up with the student and parent/carer at the new setting, if the student is expelled

Support from schools to keep a student engaged in education
•

Encourage the student to attend school regularly

•

Build a positive relationship with the student, and their parent/carer

•

Engage relevant wellbeing professionals and supports in close consultation with the Department’s
local Area team

•

Explore any underlying factors influencing student behaviour/s and the triggers for them (including
conducting a Functional Behaviour Assessment)

•

Establish a Student Support Group comprising the student, parent/carer, relevant school staff and
engaged wellbeing professionals

•

Utilise the Student Support Group to develop and implement a Behaviour Support Plan (and/or
other appropriate plans that respond to their needs)

•

Seek out community supports as appropriate

•

Provide an opportunity for the student to be heard and to participate in decision making that affects
them

•

Encourage the student and their parent/carer to participate in the Behaviour Support and
Intervention Meeting

•

Follow the expulsion process outlined in Ministerial Order 1125 when considering expulsion

•

Provide the parent/carer and student with Information for Parents and Carers About School
Expulsions (factsheet) prior to the Behaviour Support and Intervention Meeting

•

Propose a new educational setting that is appropriate for the student’s skills and interests and is
accessible and supportive, if required.

